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Chapter 1 
THE PROBLEM 
Introduction
"No law I have signed or w ill ever sign means more to the 
future of America" (13, 1975, p. 5). These were the brave and hopeful 
words of President Lyndon B. Johnson as he signed the Elementary and 
Secondary Act of 1965 (8, 1965) into law. He pledged to make of 
education "the f ir s t  work of these times and the f ir s t  work of our 
society" (13, 1975, p. 5).
Although major attention and most of the dollars were drawn to 
T itle  I of the Act (for disadvantaged children). President Johnson 
quietly took a clue from Oliver Wendell Holmes' philosophy, "A man's 
mind stretched by a new idea can never go back to i t s  original dimen­
sions" ( 39, 1973, p. 36). Johnson identified  T itle  III with a special 
purpose different from each of the s tr ic tly  categorical t i t l e s .  The 
funds were not limited to providing services for low-income children, 
bilingual children, handicapped children, i l l i t e r a te  adults, or for 
the purchase of equipment or library resources. T itle  III resources 
were earmarked for innovation, for trying something new or d ifferent, 
with the hope of improving upon existing programs. T itle  III provided 
risk money. I f  an idea did not prove out after the usual three-year 
development, implementation, revision , sophistication, and evaluation 
stages, a grant recipient was not expected to throw his good money 
1
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after bad. S t i l l ,  he was expected to guide the innovation along a 
success-oriented path and to incorporate i t s  successful components into 
the ongoing program.
After several years of project implementation in a ll 50 sta tes , 
criticism  was leveled at T itle III , both from Congress and from those 
at the local level (13̂ , 1975; 1972). People were asking, "Are
successful programs being adopted?" or "What happens when the so ft  
money dries up?" or "Can the innovation continue without extra s ta ff  
and material resources?" Educators were also seeking a way to provide 
seed money for innovative opportunities to small school d istr ic ts  and 
non-profit, private institu tions which ordinarily could not compete with 
larger d istr ic ts  for major grants.
Beginning in 1971, Vermont ( 17, 1975) attempted to address the 
problem by allocating $100,000 for a new, grass-roots category within 
T itle III—innovative mi ni grants. Other states watched, and each year, 
several began their version o f planned change at the local leve l.
The Nevada State Department of Education (NSDE) established a 
$40,000 mi ni grant program in 1973 with the following controls directed 
toward assurance of top results with limited dollars:
1. three levels of screening according to established cr iter ia— 
by county d is tr ic ts , by the State T itle  III Advisory Council, and by 
consultants at the State Department of Education;
2. funding of 1ow-budget programs ($500 to $5,000) encompassing 
many ideas at any grade level and in a ll sectors of the state;
3. assurance by the prospective grantee that the project could 
continue successful components in a second year without additional
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funds; and
4. discouraging applicants who applied for "extra" personnel 
and management costs needed to keep a program operational.
Objective 4, under "Dissemination," in the Nevada State Plan 
for the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA), T itle  III 
reads: "To provide communication to a s s is t  in the adoption and/or
adaption and insta llation  o f innovations which promise to enhance 
learning situations for children" (36, 1974, p. 63). The State 
Department f u l f i l l s  i t s  stated obligation by conducting a number of 
dissemination and publicity a c t iv it ie s  on their statewide web of 
mi ni grants each year. Should an outside agency or d is tr ic t  evidence 
in terest or request information on a sp ecific  project, the State 
Department is  a willing intermediary.
S t i l l ,  the e ffec t that mi nigrants have had on local programs 
throughout the sta te is  not generally known outside of a given d is tr ic t  
or school. In many instances, mi ni grants are virtually unknown to a 
large segment of professionals within the d is tr ic t  of operation. The 
State Department of Education has no o ffic ia l contact with the projects 
after the final performance/fiscal report requirement is  met. D istric t  
administrators seemingly disagree over whether the value received from 
mi nigrants is  worth the accompanying costs and e ffo rts . Although a 
short survey ( ^ ,  1975) of Nevada Federal Programs coordinators gave 
mi ni grants at least a cursory vote of confidence. State o f f ic ia ls  s t i l l  
seemed reluctant to endorse mi nigrants highly by allocating a minimum 
amount (approximately $40,000 yearly) for the statewide program.
R e p ro d u c e d  with p e rm is s io n  o f th e  co p y rig h t o w n e r  F u rth e r  re p ro d u c tio n  p ro h ib ited
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Contacts with o f f ic ia ls  in other states* suspected of being 
forerunners in the area of small innovative grants (termed variously as 
mi nigrants, teacher grants, incentive grants, . . .) revealed some not 
particularly startling  information: The small innovative grant became
a quiet bandwagon program; there was great in terest in knowing whether 
or not they were of value; and few follow-up studies appeared to ex ist .
Statement of the Problem
The purpose o f th is  study was to seek answers to the following 
questions:
1. Have Nevada mi ni grant projects been incorporated into 
regular school d is tr ic t  programs after the termination of funding?
2. What factors of the institu tional settin g  and of the 
innovative mi ni grant appear to influence incorporation?
The Rand Corporation study of educational change {Z, 1974;
12, 1975) provided the theoretical framework for th is  study. Figure 1 
represents a conceptual model of the change process which guided the 
study. Figure 1 illu stra tes  the major elements involved in the change 
process and how these elements interact with each other during the 
several stages leading to incorporation. By following the schematic 
in an intensive case study analysis o f tvænty-nine change agent 
projects, Rand investigators observed eight factors which appeared to
*Iowa, West Virginia, Kansas, Ohio, Vermont and Alaska. Letters 
and/or mi ni grant program materials were received from: The Department
of Education, State of Ohio; Vermont State Department of Education; 
Alaska Department of Education; New Hampshire State Department of 
Education; Iowa Department of Public Instruction; and West Virginia 
Department of Education.
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Figure 1. 
in LEA
Schematic Diagram of Factors Affecting Change
Source: From "Federal Programs Supporting Educational 
Change, Vol. 1: A Model o f Educational Change," prepared for 
the U. S. Office of Education Department of Health, Education 
and Welfare by Paul Berman and Milbrey W. McLaughlin,
Document R-1589/1, The Rand Corporation, Santa Monica, 
California, September, 1974, p. 361.
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influence the incorporation of federal change agent practices after 
the withdrawal of federal funds.
The factors provided a basis for th is study and were listed  
as characteristics of the institu tional settin g  and characteristics 
o f the innovation. The institu tional factors were listed : (1) High
level of local administrative support and commitment; (2) cooperative 
involvement of principal actors; (3) active consumer demand; and 
(4) low level of s ta f f  and administrative turnover. Factors relating  
to innovation included: (1) Congruence with local goals and
p riorities; (2) a dominant s ta ff  training model; (3) focus on project 
a c tiv itie s  intended to replace (rather than add to) local practices; 
and (4) loca lly  in itia ted  project design and material development.
Significance of the Problem
Concern was expressed by a number of contemporary educators 
(4^, 1976; 5̂ , 1976; 1977) regarding both the lack of longitudinal
study on educational programs and the in ab ility  of school o f f ic ia ls  
to believe in and be guided by data when they were available. 
Department of Health, Education and Welfare o ff ic ia ls  reacted to this 
concern and to the criticism  regarding adoption of various funded 
projects by conducting a nationwide study on educational change 
(33, 1972). Contact with several state and federal o ff ic ia ls  and
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two major research organizations* substantiated the assumption that 
very l i t t l e  had been done to analyze the continuation of mi ni grants. 
Somehow, the "small grants" program was seen as important enough to 
parcel out a l i t t l e  seed money to the "grass-roots" fo lk s, but not 
important enough to find out i f  the resources were bearing fru it.
A study of factors influencing the incorporation o f mi nigrant 
ideas into ongoing school programs was seen as potentially useful to:
1. the Nevada State Department of Education as i t  determined 
funding levels and modified program requirements;
2. local d istr ic ts  within the state as they developed programs 
lik e ly  to "work" in light of their own organizational characteristics 
and those superimposed externally;
3. other states as they considered the funding of such programs 
or attempted to make their "small grant" programs more effec tive; and
4. USOE o ff ic ia ls  as an addendum to their review of federal 
programs supporting educational change.
Hypotheses To Be Tested
This study reviewed data on the forty-two mi ni grants implemented 
by eleven school systems in the f ir s t  two funding years o f the Nevada
*Mr. Lewis Walker, Division of Educational Replication, USOE, 
Washington, D.C.; Mary T. H allisy, Office of Assistant Secretary for 
Education, USOE, Washington, B.C.; Dr. Charles Houghey, National 
Institu te of Education, Washington, D.C.; Dr. Edward Glassman and 
Dr. Ann Bezdek, USOE, Washington, D.C.; Mr. William Arensdorf, Consul­
tant, Nevada State Department of Education; Mr. James Costa, Deputy 
Superintendent, Nevada State Department of Education; Dr. Paul Berman, 
Rand Corporation; and Educational Research Service, Inc., Arlington, 
Virginia.
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State program, 1974-75. I t  determined the level to which the projects 
were incorporated (continued or expanded) after funding and compared 
the successful projects on elements present which seemed to influence 
or insure incorporation.
The principal research question was: To what degree do the 
Rand Study Incorporation Factors influence the incorporation of mini- 
grants in Nevada schools?
The hypotheses to be tested were:
1. The incorporation of Nevada mi ni grants continues after the 
termination o f funding.
2. There are no sign ificant differences among the Nevada
mi ni grant incorporation levels as measured by the Rand Study Incorpo­
ration Factors.
Assumptions Underlying the Problem
For purposes of this study, i t  was assumed:
1. That the Rand Model and elements of selected change study 
questionnaires would be applicable to th is study.
2. That personnel within the several d is tr ic ts  would be 
available and responsive to the survey.
3. That incorporation factors suitable for testing hypothesis 2 
could be iso lated .
4. That the mi ni grant projects studied met the cr iteria  for 
receiving innovative grants.
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Limitations of the Study 
This study was limited to:
1. Analysis of the forty-two mi ni grants funded in Nevada in 
the f ir s t  two years of program implementation (1973-75).
2. The recall of respondents several years after the end of a
project.
3. The biases and motivations of the individual respondents.
4. Study of incorporation factors liste d  in the model selected .
5. The va lid ity  of the Rand Study factors for comparison and 
analysis.
6. Analysis of data by level o f incorporation/selected factor, 
with no attempt to iso la te  individual d is tr ic ts  or schools.
7. Findings within the State of Nevada, with application to 
other situations possibly inappropriate.
Definition of Terms
The principal terms used in this study were defined as follows: 
Diffusion: Spreading of successful new educational practices to 
additional s it e s .
Dissemination: Communicating information about new practices ( ^ ,  1974).
Implementation: The change process that occurs when an innovative
project impinges on an organization (^, 1974).
Incorporation: The internalizing (or continuing) or a project by the
educational system after special funding years (^, 1975).
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Innovation: A practice or plan that is  new to a particular school or
local education agency (LEA) and that, because i t  is  new, requires 
(or assumes) some degree of modification (or change) in the behavior 
of principal actors (2,  1974).
Innovation factors: Those factors associated with a project or an 
outside agency which are superimposed upon the school organization and 
operation.
Innovative project: A plan with a statement of goals and means designed 
to change standard behaviors, practices or procedures {2,  1974). 
Institutional factors: Those factors associated with the regular school
system organization and operation.
Rand Study: An in-depth study by the Rand Corporation on Federal
Programs Supporting Educational Change (38, 1977).
Summary
Within the many segments of the Elementary and Secondary 
Education Act of 1965 (ESEA), T itle  III stood alone as a non-categorical 
source, with funds allowing states and school d istr ic ts  to develop 
innovative and exemplary programs to meet their unique needs. After 
several years of implementing three-year programs under T itle  III , 
serious questions were asked regarding program success and continuation, 
especially  in lig h t of the s ta ff  and fisca l requirements. A number of 
states attempted to address the problem by making small one-year grants 
available for innovation at the grass-roots lev e l.
Nevada began it s  mi ni grant program in 1973 under several 
controls designed to influence continuation, namely, three levels of
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screening according to fixed cr iter ia , funding of 1ow-budget programs 
($500 to $5,000) on any subject in a ll sectors of the sta te , assurance 
of second-year funding without additional funds, and discouraging 
applicants from funding "extra" personnel and management costs.
L ittle  was known about the degree to which mi ni grants were 
continued or the factors which influenced their incorporation into 
ongoing local programs. The Department of HEW reacted to concerns by 
professional and lay groups regarding many questions of program 
adoption by conducting a nationwide study on educational change as 
contracted to the Rand Corporation.
The purpose of this study was to f ir s t  determine the extent to 
which minigrants were incorporated a fter funding, and then, to determine 
factors in the institu tions and in the innovations which contributed to 
project continuation. A theoretical framework for the study was 
provided through use of factors validated in the Rand Corporation study 
of educational change.
It was hypothesized that Nevada school systems incorporated 
mi ni grants after the funding year, and that there were no sign ificant 
differences among the Nevada mi ni grant incorporation levels as measured 
by the Rand Study Incorporation Factors.
It  was expected that resu lts of the study would be sign ificant  
to the Nevada State Department of Education, local d is tr ic ts . United 
States Office of Education o f f ic ia ls  and state o f f ic ia ls  outside of the 
State of Nevada. Assumptions, lim itations and definitions were 
presented to establish workable dimensions for the study.
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Chapter 2 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
Theories of Change
Since this study explored educational change as i t  related to 
the incorporation of innovative practices, a defin ition  of change to 
establish workable parameters was necessary. Throughout th is study, 
planned change referred to "any deliberate attempt to a lter organiza­
tional structure, process, goals, or purposes of a school district"
(23, 1969, p. 5).
Since the 1960's, many educational theorists have attempted to 
produce the change theory applicable to incorporation (or continuation) 
of innovative practices. One of the most often quoted is  the Eichholz 
and Rogers (3^, 1964, p. 312) diffusion theory for education and 
agriculture. Eichholz and Rogers identified five  common elements found 
to be present when new practices are adopted, namely, (1) the innovation 
is  perceived as new; (2) the innovation is  communicated adequately;
(3) change occurs according to the norms of the social system; (4) change 
occurs over time depending on the category of adopters; and (5) the time 
differential in adoption or rejection can be explained in part by the 
form or basis for adoption/rejection: ignorance, suspended judgment,
situ ation al, personal or experimental. This theory (see Figure 2) is  
based on five somewhat standard steps leading to adoption or rejection:
(1) awareness; (2) interest or indifference; (3) evaluation or denial;
12
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Forms of
Rejection Process Adoption-Rejection Adoption Process 
Ignorance
Awareness  Suspended___________ Awareness
Stage
Indifference
Stage
Judgement
 S ituational-
Stage
Stage
EvaluationDenial  Personal- 'StageStage'
J r ia l
Stage
Trial,
Stage —•Experimental
ADOPTIONREJECTION
'Discontinuance'
Figure 2. Diagram of Adoption/Rejection Theory (29. 1964, p. 13)
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(4) tr ia l;  and fin a lly , (5) adoption or rejection.
Ronald Corwin (1972, p. 248) described the diffusion approach 
to innovation as having been early conceptualized by Tarde in 1890 as 
"a process of mental influence involving imitation and invention and 
occurring in three steps: repetition , opposition, and adaptation."
Later writers have both expanded upon those steps and emphasized the 
importance of key personnel characteristics on the rate and direction  
of change, such as their tenure, liberalism , and technical and adminis­
trative competence.
Arthur Foshay (1973, p. 3) was generally agreeable with the 
Eichholz theory, saying that an innovation: (1) must be comprehensible
to the leadership of the schools or i t  w ill be tr iv ia lized  and aborted; 
(2) to be successful must both appear to come from the top down (thus 
being legitim ized) and from the bottom up (thus being honest); (3) is  
generally not rewarding for a teacher to adopt, as credit for any 
success goes to the originator in any case; and (4) must be locally  
verifiab le and loca lly  modifiable at the classroom le v e l. Paul Berman 
(1974, p. 6) agreed with these statements and numerous other theories, 
saying that "impact-oriented studies of innovative projects have not 
produced generalizable findings because they fa il to deal with the 
interaction of the project with it s  in stitu tion al setting."
Chrysler Corporation President Lynn A. Townsend (18, 1974, 
pp. 70-1) presented an eight-point theory of internal communication 
which was easily  applied to diffusion models:
1. Internal communication must be recognized as an essential 
tool of good management.
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2. Employees must be well informed concerning their mutual 
interests in company success.
3. Individual managers must actively support the corporate 
communication effort.
4. Substantially greater emphasis must be put on communica­
tion planning and measurement. Each major management 
decision should carry with i t  a communication plan which 
answers the following questions:
a. Who w ill do the communicating?
b. How much cred ib ility  does the announcing source 
have?
c. What is  to be said , when, and through what channels?
d. What is  the desired audience?
e. What is  the purpose of the communication?
f .  How w ill resu lts be measured?
5. Top management must establish  a good communication climate, 
starting at the very top.
6. A long-term investment in professional talent and communi­
cation programming must be made.
7. Management must recognize it s  responsibility  to lis te n  as 
well as to speak. "Nature has given man two ears and one 
mouth so he may hear twice as much as he speaks."
8. Managers must recognize the desire of employees to help 
their company and the power o f communication to tap th is  
great potential.
Luvern Cunningham ( 26, 1969, p. 31) noted the need for e ffec tive  
internal communication, but stressed several internal concepts needed to 
in it ia te  change: (1) a change agent d issa tisfied  with the status quo;
(2) a social system operating within a framework of authority and 
control ; (3) the a b ility  to diagnose the sta te  of a ffa irs at any given 
time; and (4) an intervention procedure to determine the "where,"
"when" and "how" of change.
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Many theorists agreed with Cunningham that change agents
d issa tisfied  with the status quo are needed to bring about actual
diffusion of new practices, but Corwin and G riffiths (31, 1964)
disagreed that change w ill actually occur without some additional
elements. Corwin (1972, p. 255) developed a theory of change through
synthesizing the works of Moore, Hagen, Smelsen, Applebaum and others,
saying that an organization can be changed;
If i t  is  invaded by lib era l, creative, and unconventional 
outsiders with a fresh perspective.
I f  the outsiders are exposed to creative, competent, f lex ib le  
socialization  agents.
If  i t  is  staffed by young, f le x ib le , supportive, and competent 
boundary personnel.
I f  i t  is  structurally complex and decentralized.
I f  i t  has the outside funds to provide the "organizational 
slack" that is  necessary to lessen the cost of innovation.
I f  i t s  members are secure and protected from status risks 
involved in change.
I f  i t  is  located in a changing, modern, urbanized setting and 
is  in close cooperation with a coalition  of other cosmopolitan 
organizations that can supplement i t s  sk i lls  and resources.
Corwin presented an indisputable argument, but unfortunately, 
Utopia does not ex is t , and his seven "ifs" seemed unrealistic in view 
of the times and the bureaucratic structure of public schools.
G riffiths ( 31, 1964, pp. 428-30) also emphasized change based 
on outside influence and personnel change, but his emphasis was within 
the realm of the real world. Based on an open system of change, 
G riffiths' theory contained the following propositions:
1. Major impetus for change is  from the outside.
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2. Degree and duration of change w ill be proportional to 
intensity of stimulus from the supra-system (or 
environment).
3. Change is  expedited by appointment of administrators 
from outside.
4. Revolutionary change occurs when a system is  placed 
under continuous, unrelenting stress .
5. Number of innovations is  inversely proportional to the 
tenure of the ch ief administrator.
6. The more hierarchical (and independent) the subsystems, 
the less the p ossib ility  of change.
7. Change will occur from the top down.
8. There is  functional interplay of subsystems so as to 
maintain harmony, reduce co n flic t, and therefore, 
re sist  change.
Kenneth Benne's (1949, p. 204) democratic theory assured an 
acceptable process of change: (1) when the meeting of pressures on
a group is  collaborative; (2) when the process is  educational for 
participants; and (3) when the engineering of change is  task-oriented, 
that is  controlled by the requirements of the problem confronted and 
i t s  effec tive  solution, rather than oriented to the maintenance or 
extension of the prestige or power of those who originate contributions.
Eichholz and Rogers ( ^ ,  1964, p. 315) presented an educational/ 
agricultural theory of diffusion and specified the reasons for educa­
tional ideas being so much slower to take hold than farm innovations: 
the absence of s c ie n tific  sources of innovation in education; the lack 
of change agents to promote new educational ideas; and the lack of 
economic incentive to adopt.
Sergiovanni (1971, pp. 165-6) developed a l i s t  of obstacles 
to change which could be used to expand the rejection side of the
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Eichholz theory. Briefly summarized, they included: (1) limited
identification  of individuals and groups; (2) fear of trying some­
thing new; (3) over-specialization and resistance to relinquish 
unique s k ills  or control ; (4) dependency on bureaucratic features, 
causing uncertainty and resistance; (5) "playing i t  safe" by those 
who might lose status or position; (6) tradition or the customary way 
of doing things is  threatened; (7) in te lligen t conservatism, which 
implies taking a second look, but should not provide resisters with a 
respectable rationalization; and (8) administrative "obligation" to 
maintain the status quo.
Paul Mort ( 31, 1954, pp. 322-5) reviewed many innovations while 
executive officer  of the Institu te of Administrative Research and 
developed a summary theory with these elements:
1. An extravagantly long time (measured in terms of decades) 
elapses before an insight into a need is  responded to by 
innovations destined for general acceptance,
2. Diffusion through school systems proceeds by decades as 
w ell, but could be done in months.
3. Complex and simple innovations are diffused at the same 
rate, but costly  innovations move more slowly.
4. Innovations receive l i t t l e  recognition early, some recog­
nition during rapid spread, and then, are lo s t in a 
myriad of other innovations.
5. Communities vary greatly in the degree they adopt new 
practi ces.
6. The character of the population can be used to explain 
it s  adaptability.
7. Factors in the population relating to understandings and 
expectations can be changed, and offer an excellent 
opportunity for administrative action.
8. Far stronger schools are now in the making in most 
communities of any s ize .
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9. Schools must provide su ffic ien t teachers to carry out 
their responsibility  that a ll children w ill learn.
10. A valid assessment of an innovation requires examination 
of i t s  e ffec t on the entire system.
11. I t  is  essential that a ll personnel understand innovation 
is  a slow process and that they do not abandon good 
programs before they establish roots.
12. Innovations spreading slower than the usual slow pace 
may be questioned as to authority.
Models of Change
Attempts to improve public education through implementation of 
new practices are nearly as old as the public school in America. A 
formal diffusion model was in itia ted  by the Boston School Board in the 
mid-1800's with the hope of reforming schoolmen who were hiding in the 
"protective shell" of bureaucracy with lessened sen sitiv ity  to students, 
communities and constructive criticism  (22, 1975, p. 100). Francis 
Parker of Quincy was a bright, young innovator who selected outstanding, 
personable and magnetic teachers in schools for demonstration and 
example. Word of his success spread, and the Board brought him to 
Boston to provide an alternative to rigid and formal bureaucracy through 
placing charismatic teachers in key ro les. He fa iled  because he tried  
to circumvent bureaucratic policy when faced with the delay and 
frustration of the urban system.
A charismatic model was demonstrated under a T itle  III grant 
more recently with considerable success. The Upper Cumberland Reading 
Project (37, 1974) was designed to address a v ita l need (low reading 
achievement), to demonstrate exemplary reading methods consistent with 
programs common to the region, and required no unusual costs for
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materials or equipment, and to demonstrate approaches which could be 
carried on at the project's conclusion within the financial and 
programmatic constraints of the four local d is tr ic ts  participating.
The Cumberland model emphasized a fundamental difference 
between dissemination and diffusion, with "diffusion" defined as 
helping a teacher implement new practices regardless of local short­
comings and problems. The Cumberland s ta ff  extended that definition  
to imply a one-to-one relationship between a v is itin g  educator and 
the classroom teacher, where they both "get their hands dirty" trying 
out the new practice. This relationship was compared to that of the 
farmer and the extension agent in the la s t three stages of the change 
process identified  by Rogers and others (37, 1974, p. 3): t r ia l ,
evaluation and adoption.
After nomination of teachers to participate, the following 
steps were taken:
1. Teachers were given pamphlets from the National Reading 
Center on various reading approaches, along with informa­
tion on project procedures.
2. Teachers were oriented to the project, the region's 
history and to performance objectives for exchange 
teachers.
3. Itinerant T itle  III teachers v isited  one day in class­
rooms of those selected for exchange.
4. Exchange teachers observed and talked with teachers in 
the demonstration school for five  days.
5. On the la s t  two days, exchange teachers returned to 
their classrooms, accompanied by the itinerant T itle  III 
teachers.
6. Upon several occasions, a follow-up sp e c ia lis t  returned 
to help exchange teachers adopt the new practices on a 
permanent basis.
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After results of project evaluation were recorded as highly 
p ositive, the writers concluded: "Models of the change process can
provide the theoretical framework for an effec tive program to diffuse  
generally acceptable teaching methods throughout a rural region"
(37. 1974, p. 13).
Henry Brickell (31, 1964, p. 492) defined dissemination as the 
process of spreading innovations into schools, and emphasized that 
ideal circumstances for the dissemination of a new approach through 
demonstration are those which are ordinary, unenriched and normal. 
Brickell warned against anything which could be labeled as "abnormal" 
or "unrealistic," such as the enriched conditions necessary for good 
design or the controlled conditions necessary for proper evaluation.
Harold Leavitt (30, 1965, pp. 1145-54) dealt with three 
approaches to change in industry: structural, technological and
humanistic. He used four organizational variables in his analysis of 
the approaches, namely: task, actors, technology, and structure.
Leavitt reviewed each of those mentioned, but placed most of his 
emphasis on the people approaches to change. These approaches said 
that both structure and technology could be changed creatively when 
behavior was modified. People approaches were divided into two types: 
manipulative, as in the Carnegie model of relationship between changer 
and changée, with concepts applied here being involvement and group 
pressure; and power-equalization, as in client-centered therapy and 
applied dynamics, concepts here allocating at least equal power to the 
changeee, with leaders often taking non-authoritarian, low-profile 
ro les. Leavitt explored many power equalization models, i . e . ,  Lippitt,
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Bennis, Likert, Rogers, Miles and Argyris, and listed  change through 
P. E. sources as being concerned with: (1) a ffect (morale, s en sitiv ity ,
psychological secu rity ); (2) internally generated change; (3) human 
growth and fulfillm ent; and (4) sharing of power through decentraliza­
tion , open communication and participation.
Ronald Lippitt (1973, pp. 3-4) reported on a model which com­
bined the practicality  of Brickell with the components of Leavitt. 
Because of the many d iff ic u lt ie s  involved in diffusing innovative ideas 
among teachers, a project was developed to experiment with designs for 
identifying innovative practices, legitimizing the sharing of them, and 
developing cr iteria  for evaluating the relevance and importance of 
particular inventions. The f ir s t  step was orientation o f personnel 
from the four participating school systems. A survey of teaching 
practices was then conducted which requested teachers to describe "new" 
approaches they had recently tried . Some questions asked were:
1. What was the teaching practice?
2. What resources did you use in developing th is idea?
3. What goals were you working toward?
4. What happened while you were trying i t  out?
5. How effec tive  did you feel i t  had been in terms of
effectiveness and your comfort with it?
6. What aspects worked less well than others?
7. What p itfa lls  should a teacher be careful to avoid?
Evaluation by a team of personnel (representing university
researchers, teachers, administrators and curriculum directors) to 
se le c t the most promising innovative teaching practices was conducted 
according to four cr iteria: (1) originality  of idea; (2) design to
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cope with re latively  universal classroom problems; (3) potential for 
accomplishing the stated purposes; and (4) potential for enhancing 
student motivation for learning and/or improving the classroom soc ia l/ 
emotional climate. A rating scale was used to measure the form- 
specified cr iteria  as applied to each innovation ( ^ ,  1973, pp. 7-8).
Of over 200 practices submitted, thirty were selected for 
further documentation and description. These were then combined in a
catalog of good practices and distributed to teachers in the four
d is tr ic ts . A questionnaire mailed out the following year indicated 
that of the 25 percent returning the form, 20 percent had tried at 
least one of the practices. Others had lo s t the catalog or did not 
feel they were relevant. Many older teachers f e l t  the ideas were not 
new at a l l ,  while returns from younger teachers said the catalog was 
both useful and helpful. I t  was concluded that the original hypothesis 
had been confirmed, "that most successful educational innovation and
adoption requires crucial elements of the interpersonal process"
(27, 1973, p. 17).
The s ta ff  identified  a number of factors which either hinder 
or fa c i lita te  diffusion. These f e l l  under the headings of: peer and
authority relations, personal a ttitudes, characteristics of the 
practice, and physical and temporal arrangements (p. 19). I t  was 
interesting to note that the factors were fu lly  described by Lippitt 
in 1967 ( # ,  1971, pp. 167-7).
At this point, rather than spread the project further, i t  was 
determined to focus on the two-fold resistance to d iffusion. F irstly , 
i t  seemed necessary to introduce a more interpersonal face-to-face
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process into the sharing practices. Secondly, i t  seemed crucial to 
work on creating, in a school s ta f f ,  the psychological and social 
conditions of readiness and motivation to innovate and to adapt the 
practices developed by others (44, 1971, p. 20).
All models reviewed included communication as an important 
dimension in diffusing a new idea, but several isolated i t  as the 
sign ificant variable. I t  seemed worthy here to recall Perryman's 
quote of Oliver Wendell Holmes: "A man's mind stretched by a new idea
can never go back to i t s  original dimension" (39, 1973, p. 36).
Perryman suggested that a ll influencing persons be brought into the 
process of sharing idea promotion and acceptance. He offered as a key 
to acceptance the tactic  of asking questions and involving supporters 
in dialogue. Meetings for the present and future had to be planned 
with as many acceptance influences as possible. Depending on the idea 
which was being discussed, participants could include the news media, 
teachers, leg is la to rs , administrators, government o f f ic ia ls ,  professors, 
board members and curriculum coordinators. Perryman stressed how those 
present could apply creative thinking to new applications of the idea. 
U tilization of acceptance influences might be referred to as the sensi­
t iv ity  approach.
Harold Leavitt ( ^ ,  1965, p. 1162) said, "A principal reason 
for good communication is to provide feedback so that behavior can be 
modified in response to signals returned about the effec ts  of behavior." 
Among his several propositions were that tv/o-way communication produces 
more positive outcomes than one-way communication. Another was that 
change takes place best in two-way interaction situ ation s. S t i l l
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another, e ffec tive  change, can be brought about more readily in a 
system with many communication channels. Leavitt merely supported 
the need for two-way input and output.
According to Charles Harrison (1974, p. 70), "An uninformed 
s ta f f  that is  seldom consulted or listened to can be as damaging as 
a dozen taxpayer organizations shouting outside the superintendent's 
door." Certainly, teachers and other s ta ff  members who do not under­
stand a proposal can do untold damage to i t s  continuity potential. 
Harrison offered some specifics to support Leavitt's propositions for 
two-way communication. He suggested that the d is tr ic ts  publish a 
regular s ta f f  newsletter which is  on a par with anything sent to the 
general public. Along with board and administrative decisions, plenty 
of space should be offered for new ideas and techniques. Harrison 
f e l t  that other e ffec tive  ways to improve two-way communication 
include: informal s ta f f  meetings on a regular b asis, enlistment of
key communicators from both certified  and c la ss ified  ranks, and the 
involvement o f interested personnel in the study o f school needs and 
alternative solutions to them.
A course of action or model which Chrysler President Lynn A. 
Townsend ( 18, 1974) summarized as a general approach to internal 
communications included some of the following:
1. Determine sp ecific  strengths and weaknesses of profes­
sional communications ta lent.
2. Issue a written policy on internal communication which 
defines program purposes.
3. Rring together the w ritten, oral and visual communication 
too ls.
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4. Adopt sp ecific  plans and programs to encourage upward, 
downward and horizontal information flow.
5. See that line and s ta ff  work closely together to 
properly f u l f i l l  their vital roles.
6. Make i t  known that the program has both the support 
and personal participation of the ch ief executive.
7. Encourage the communicators to do the se llin g  job 
v ita l to continuing support at a ll levels of 
management.
8. Measure communication progress as carefully and 
objectively as possible.
Ronald Havelock (%, 1968, pp. 65-6) analyzed the knowledge gap 
problem between research and practice. He suggested that a linking 
role between researchers and practitioners can be used to bridge that 
gap in change-related a c t iv it ie s . Some of these linking roles are:
1. The conveyor who takes knowledge from expert sources and 
passes i t  on to non-expert potential users. His role 
resembles that of a salesman or an agricultural extension 
sp e c ia lis t .
2. The consultant who is  a fa c ilita to r , helper, objective 
observer and sp ec ia list  in how to diagnose needs, how to 
identify resources and how to retrieve from expert 
sources. He t e l ls  "how," in contrast to the conveyor 
who t e l l s  "what."
3. The trainer who transfers knowledge and s k ills  by in s t i l ­
ling his understanding of an entire area of knowledge or 
practice in the user.
4. The leader who, through power or influence, provides the
decision which opens the "gate" for change to occur.
5. The innovator who is  the f ir s t  to try a new practice for
others to emulate and often demonstrates i t  for them.
6. The defender who guards against potential negative aspects 
of new practices.
7. The sc ie n tists  and scholars who develop theories which
determine soundness and usefulness o f new practices.
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8. The practitioner who provides information and support 
for his clien ts and also important feedback on operation 
of the new practice.
Michael Scriven (1973) presented a model based on revising 
teacher training devoted to development of cr itica l s k ills  and knowledge 
of basic resources. I t  can be called the rational consumer model and 
operates according to the law of supply and demand. Scriven said that 
when there is  inadequate data for a decision, the rational consumer 
w ill either undertake experimental investigation alone or w ill in itia te  
steps to form a group which can do i t  and communicate the results (such 
as is  done by consumer's unions). The point seems to be that i f  the 
consumer is  rational, the producer must be rational as w ell, and 
educational practices should improve.
The foregoing models emphasized elements important to successful 
dissemination/diffusion/incorporation of new educational ideas. In 
terms of a r e a lis t ic , working model, however, none of those reviewed 
seemed to stand alone as a base for development of a comprehensive plan 
to study factors related to educational change. Such a model was 
synthesized by the Southern Regional Educational Board (SREB) in 1974.
The model was b uilt in a workshop setting by representatives of eight 
Southeastern sta tes . They applied marketing research perspectives: 
education, the product; administrators and teachers, the salesmen; and 
learners, the clien ts ( ^ ,  1974, p. 9).
Everett Rogers (1971) was used as a resource for much workshop 
information by participants who developed a comprehensive l i s t  of 
characteristics present when innovations do catch on: (1) d iv is ib ility —
try a l i t t l e  at a time; (2) communicability—easily  explained;
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(3) discrepancy format—what actually is  as opposed to conditions 
which must ex ist for a new product to succeed; (4) awareness level 
information—followed by direct experience and guidance; (5) user 
value structure congruency—after considering other alternatives;
(6) direct c lien t need relationship; (7) positive personal incentives— 
status, prestige, money, cred its, or a ltr u istic  rewards such as desire 
to help certain learners; (8) negative incentive consideration—risks 
and bad consequences, provision of an escape clause, breaking habit 
patterns, or appearance of a fad; (9) institutional in ce n tiv e-  
enlarging the area of control, paying it s  own way, retaining the 
balance of power, mandating authorization by statutes or boards, 
u tiliz in g  po litica l or group pressures, and relative cost to desir­
ab ility; (1) commitment—institutional and/or personal ; (11) product 
accessib ility  to user—tangible, available, exportable, deliverable, 
and uncomplicated; (12) product accommodation by existing situation; 
(13) s ta ff  training availability; (14) time for training, consideration 
and decision-making; (15) maintenance and follow-up support—in terms 
of assistance and reinforcement; and (16) use of existing f a c i l i t ie s .
Program Planning Documents
Many bureaucrats from loca l, state and national organizations 
have developed guidelines for program planning and evaluation. In 
numerous instances, dissemination/diffusion/incorporation either 
receives brief mention or is to ta lly  missing from the components 
described. Several examples follow; In a rather comprehensive treat­
ment of project development, Rudy Liveritte (1973) systematically
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carried the reader through such steps as presentation of a rationale, 
statement of the problem, assessment of needs, involvement of 
appropriate lay and professional personnel, building flow charts, 
determining a coordinated plan of action from objective to procedure 
to evaluation, and relating a budget r e a lis it ic a lly  to the written 
program. Somehow, no mention was made of continuation. Philip 
Shaner (1975) outlined the elements of proposal development and 
management in a paper of Creative Grantsmanship, prepared for a 1975 
seminar of the Education Funding Research Council, in Washington, D.C. 
The text began with needs assessment and continued through task 
forces and management systems, with any mention of continuation 
efforts again conspicuously absent. In five documents prepared by 
Harold Truex (1974) for the EFRC, covering the usual facets of  
planning, implementing and evaluating grant proposals, continuation 
potential appeared in a l i s t  of elements to be considered by reviewers 
in judging proposals. But i t  appeared only once in the fiv e  docu­
ments and only as a term se t o ff  from the other elements by commas.
In it s  Comprehensive Planning Model for Educational Programs 
(35, 1973), the Nevada State Department of Education seemingly broke 
with tradition by including a dissemination/diffusion component, 
complete with narrative and graphic description o f information flow in 
it s  overall model. The dissemination/diffusion section referred 
entirely to u tiliza tion  of the Educational Management Information 
System (EMIS) for evaluating and revising programs, with no reference 
to specific  continuation a c t iv it ie s .
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Funding Agency Efforts
In 1971, ESEA T itle  III National Advisory Council Chairmen 
met in San Diego. Their goals were: (1) to develop cr iter ia  and
procedures for selecting and validating projects for dissemination 
to practitioners; and (2) to develop strategies for d iffusion . Many 
speakers, including Senator Wayne Morse, the ch ief architect of ESEA, 
called upon the chairman to both improve their d iffusion efforts and 
to band together to save T itle  III from dissolu tion . Among conclusions 
drawn from the conference were:
1. Risk money must be available to local agencies to design, 
develop and f ie ld -te s t  new ideas i f  education is  to be 
improved.
2. Diffusion strategies must be greatly improved and com­
petence in their use must be more highly developed.
3. A heightened awareness of the current inadequacy of the 
dissemination art was recognized ( ^ ,  1972),
The State Plan for ESEA T itle  III (35, 1974, p. 63), developed
by the Nevada State Department of Education, reflected  the above in
its  five objectives for dissemination:
1. To generate awareness and understanding within the 
educational community and the general public of the 
State of Nevada re lative to the purposes of and the 
rationale for ESEA T itle  III a c t iv it ie s .
2. To generate involvement and participation o f schools 
and other supportive agencies in ESEA T itle  III 
a c tiv iti es.
3. To create an atmosphere for innovation and systematic 
change within the local school d is tr ic ts  of the State 
of Nevada.
4. To provide communication to a s s is t  in the adoption and/ 
or adaption and in sta lla tion  of innovation which 
promise to enhance learning situations for children.
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5. To encourage a commitment from local education agencies 
which w ill cause them to match ESEA T itle HI funds and 
to continue innovative practices after ESEA T itle III 
grant periods have expired.
Incorporation of Innovations
Most of the literature on change in education consisted of  
local education agency (LEA) project reports and was characterized by 
Giaquinta {2Â, 1973) as the "show and te ll"  literatu re. These widely 
dispersed single-case studies could be found in such sources as the 
Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC); educational journals, 
including National Elementary Principal, Teacher and Elementary School 
Journal ; State Education Agency (SEA) and U.S. Office of Education 
(USOE) publications on "exemplary" projects ; and compendia of 
exemplary and innovative programs as in MacAdam and Fuller (1970).
The case-study literature abounded with claims of success, but 
according to Berman (1974), data were seldom presented to document or 
support such conclusions. He described most of the reports as more 
nearly resembling public relations documents than objective evaluations 
o f project outcomes. Most case-study literature described glowing 
accomplishments, "but i t  provides l i t t l e  information about specific  
successful innovative strateg ies, about the components necessary to 
success, or even about what constitutes success" (^, 1974, p. 3).
The cred ib ility  of many evaluations was diminished considerably 
when more detailed and sophisticated reviews and analyses failed  to 
confirm the reported encouraging conclusions. Often, the outcomes 
were found to be s ta t is t ic a l ly  in sign ificant or they lacked s ta b ility  
over time. The American Institu te for Research (AIR) reviewed over
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1,000 exemplary programs to identify 100 for further study. The 
subsequent follow-up revealed that the few programs judged successful 
by AIR in one year did not demonstrate the same success upon re­
investigation in following years, even though the specified indepen­
dent variables remained constant ( ^ ,  1972). The same in stab ility  
and short l i f e  identified  by AIR was reported by the Ford Foundation 
(1972), with innovation routinely disappearing or being modified 
beyond recognition somewhere between implementation and incorporation.
Goodlad (1970) found evidence that numerous programs said to 
be insta lled  in school d is tr ic ts  actually never were. Instead, new 
labels had been adopted for traditional practices. Large-scale 
federal evaluations of the impact of project Head Start and ESEA 
T itle  I (USOE, 1970) provided more discouraging evidence that a 
sign ificant e ffec t could not be attributed to specially-funded 
programs.
The above data suggested that even most "successful" projects 
lacked the s ta b ility  to be fu lly  incorporated. Berman (1974) stated 
that such a pessim istic statement could be challenged on the grounds 
that i t  was probably unrealistic to expect either the level or rate of 
improvement to be high in the short span of most projects. The 
incorporation or in stitu tion alization  of changes would be expected to 
occur over time, not in the October-to-May time frame covering most 
evaluations. Berman suggested further that the project i t s e l f  could 
be expected to change over time as the in stitu tion  modified the 
innovative strategy to accommodate the institu tional structure and 
contraints. The effec t of the project could then be underestimated
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when relying on early evaluation. Although this often may be true, a 
lack of longitudinal study on the incorporation of innovations makes 
i t  a d iffic u lt  point to assess ( ^ ,  1977).
By contrast, USOE T itle  III consultant Wickstrom estimated 
that in 1971, 60 percent to 80 percent of T itle III projects were 
being continued by local school d is tr ic ts , at least in some form. He 
specified that s ta t is t ic s  about project continuation applied only to 
projects which were continued as an "identifiable entity." Wikstrom 
summarized the major findings of a 1971 survey as these: (1) "The
main reason for continuing a project, cited by 65% of the superinten­
dents queried, was that the project continues to meet i t s  objectives"; 
and (2) "the main reason for discontinuing a project, named by 69% 
of the superintendents, was lack of funds." Although the survey did 
not specify degree of continuation, one point was quite clear. In 85 
percent of the projects continued, institu tionalization  of the project 
a c tiv itie s  had been written into the original proposal as a major 
objective ( ^ ,  1972, p. 29).
A Vermont study of the statewide mi ni grant program (17, 1975) 
provided evidence that grass-roots programs developed to solve local 
problems are being continued to some extent. This appears to be the 
f ir s t  major effort to look c r it ic a lly  at the incorporation of mini- 
grants.
A number of theorists had begun to explore the dynamics within 
institu tions and the characteristics of innovative strategies as 
effecting planned change (31, 1964; 1973). They found that the
most complex and d iff ic u lt  part of the problem of innovation had to do
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not with preadoption behavior, but rather with postadoption behavior 
(implementation and incorporation). In almost a ll instances studied, 
adoption was not an issue; problems of implementation dominated the 
outcome and the success of the innovative projects. Typically, 
innovations were in itia ted  with a high level of enthusiasm and 
support by faculty and s ta f f ,  but these innovative plans failed  to 
achieve their objectives because of unanticipated d iff ic u lt ie s  and 
obstacles encountered during the course of project implementation.
The organizational perspective on planned change contended 
that resistance to change persists after a decision to adopt is  made, 
continuing to exert influence throughout the process of adaptation 
and implementation. Constant resistance pointed up the "dynamic 
conservatism" of the school system (42, 1971). This regressive 
tendency to fa ll back into pre-existing, or only marginally d ifferen t, 
patterns of behavior after the adoption of innovative strategies  
was seen simply as symptomatic of the fundamental character of the 
in stitu tion  (4^, 1972;^, 1 9 7 2 ;^ , 1972). The organizational 
perspective saw the outcome of an innovation as dependent on: "(1)
the role of principal actors; (2) the institu tional structure of 
incentives and constraints; (3) the institu tional policy-setting; and
(4) characteristics of the innovation" (2̂ , 1974, pp. 8-9).
Incorporation Assessmemt Instruments
As was indicated previously, emphasis on the continuation of 
innovative programs at a ll levels  has received minimal attention until 
recently. I t  stands to reason, then, that instruments to use in
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follow-up studies were not available in abundance. The State of 
Kansas was active in studying the extent various projects had 
continued after funding. An impact study conducted by the University 
of Kansas School of Education (20, 1972) was based entirely upon an 
interview format. Questions were asked about project success, degree 
of continuation, funding, dissemination and permanent changes brought 
about through the project. Interviewer reports were combined, 
compiled, and then reported by number of projects and percent of 
projects. The major indicators of continuation were percent of 
a c tiv itie s  continued, funds allocated to continue program a c t iv it ie s ,  
and the number of persons employed in project-related a c t iv it ie s .
Another Kansas study was conducted to determine the extent 
of carry-on and the problems encountered in carrying on aspects of 
three ESEA T itle  III projects (21, 1976, p. i ) .  Two instruments 
were u tilized , with the f ir s t  a l i s t  of fourteen interview questions 
requiring open-ended responses from superintendents. Questions 
centered on what project aspects were being continued, why some 
aspects were dropped, what decision procedure was used to determine 
whether to continue, what kinds o f support were needed for continuation, 
the d is tr ic t  attitude toward innovation, and the help provided to 
innovators within the d is tr ic t . By comparison, the teacher question­
naire collected some demographic data on each teacher respondent, and 
then asked for le ss  detailed answers to most of the superintendent 
questions. This was followed by a series of multiple-choice items, 
with such five-response choices as none to determinant, very much to 
not at a l l ,  almost impossible to very easy and strongly agree to
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strongly disagree.
In 1976, Kansas conducted another ESEA T itle  III impact study 
with instruments revised from the 1972 study ( ^ ,  1976).
The Vermont State Education Department developed a rather 
comprehensive mi ni grant questionnaire, and administered i t  to mini­
grant recipients in 1975 {]]_■> 1975). The instrument was designed to 
assess a ll phases of a small grant program from the idea and develop­
ment phase through implementation and continuation. A variety of 
objective and subjective items were used in the eleven-page instrument.
The mammoth study conducted by the Rand Corporation (40, 1976) 
to assess the impact o f federal programs on educational change 
u tilized  instruments sim ilar to those previously cited . Teachers 
responded to detailed questionnaires, and administrators were inter­
viewed according to a sequenced, quantifiable and validated plan.
Summary
The Rand Model, selected as a theoretical base for th is study 
largely because of i t s  recent f ie ld  validation, received general 
support from most theorists reviewed. Because o f differences in 
terminology and emphasis, direct factor-by-factor comparison was 
impossible. It was necessary to analyze each w riter's position on 
d iffu sion/adoption/incorporation and attempt to determine on what 
characteristics any parallel could be drawn with the Rand Factors.
A close match was easily  made in many instances, while on others, the 
association was by implication.
Of the eighteen sources reviewed, almost universal agreement
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was reached with three of the institu tional setting factors: Local
administrative support and commitment (15), cooperative involvement 
of principal actors (13), and active consumer demand (10). Low 
s ta ff  and administrative turnover was identified  by only one writer; 
in fact, a number of authorities mentioned s ta b ility  of s ta ff  in 
their positions as a great deterrent to change. Of the innovation 
factors, congruence with local goals and p rior ities (10) and dominant 
s ta ff  training model (8) received strong support. The other factors, 
practices replace rather than add to (5 ), and loca lly  in itiated  
a c tiv itie s  and materials (6 ), received minor support and most of i t  
was by implication. A summary of theory and model congruence with 
the Rand Study Incorporation Factors is  shown in Table 1.
Review of program planning documents and funding agency 
efforts indicated strong emphasis had been placed on program planning, 
implementation, and fisca l management. Federal and state agencies 
had recently attempted to make diffusion an important component in the 
project spectrum.
Credibility of innovative program evaluations was questioned 
by researchers who determined that many "successful" projects were 
either incorporated minimally or not at a l l .  A need for longitudinal 
studies to measure incorporation was recognized, with mi nigrant 
follow-up almost void in the literatu re. USOE o ff ic ia ls  contended 
that when projects were continued, in stitu tion a liza tion  of the project 
a c tiv itie s  had been written into the original proposal as a main 
objective. A major obstacle to change was the "dynamic conservatism" 
of the school system, a constant regressive tendency to fa ll back into
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Table 1. Summary of Rand Study Incorporation Factor Congruence with Selected Change Models and 
Change Theories
Theory/ModelRand Factors
Local administrative 
support & commitment
Cooperative i nvolvement 
of principal actors
Active consumer demand
Low s ta f f  & administra- 
tion turnover_______
Congruence with local 
goals & p rior ities
Dominant s ta f f  
training model
Practices replace 
rather than add to
Locally in itia ted  
a c t iv it ie s  & materials
*"X" indicates congruence of Rand Factor with selected  theory or model.
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pre-existing behavior patterns.
A number of instruments were discovered to use in the develop­
ment of questionnaire items. Besides those actually used by Berman 
in the Rand Study, questionnaires were made available by Vermont 
and Kansas State Departments of Education. Each of the instruments 
contained several items which dealt with the area of adoption/ 
d i ffus ion/incorporation.
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Chapter 3 
RESEARCH DESIGN AND PROCEDURES
This was a causal-comparative study in which principal mi ni grant 
recipients responded to questionnaires designed to investigate the 
relationship between the level of mi nigrant program incorporation (or 
continuation) and certain factors identified  in the Rand Study as 
influencing incorporation. The f ir s t  hypothesis was that Nevada 
mi ni grants have been incorporated after the funding year. The second, 
a null hypothesis, stated that there were no sign ifican t differences 
among the four levels of Nevada mi nigrant incorporation as measured by 
the Rand Study Incorporation Factors. Discussed in Chapter 3 are 
procedures used to investigate the relationship between the two sets 
of data, including: subjects included in the sample, the survey
instrument, and the method for testing  the data.
Design of the Study
Population
One group of respondents was surveyed in th is  study, the forty- 
two principal recipients (the persons responsible for implementing the 
projects) of the mi ni grants being analyzed. These recipients were asked 
to supply both information relating to the incorporation of projects 
and data relating to the eight factors predicted as influencing 
incorporation. Because of the time lapse since completion of the 
40
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funded projects (.1974 or 1975), a second person close ly  associated with 
several minigrants was sampled when the principal recipient was no 
longer available.
Distribution of the forty-two projects across the state by 
county school d is tr ic t  or state in stitu tion  follow s, with the f ir s t  
figure indicating Funding Year 1974 (FY 74) projects, and the second 
figure identifying Funding Year 1975 (FY 75) projects: Carson - 2 , 7 ;  
Churchill -  1, 0; Clark - 8, 4; Elko - 0, 1; Esmeralda - 0, 3; Eureka - 
0, 1; Lyon - 1 , 1 ;  Mineral - 0 , 1 ;  Nevada Youth Training Center - 2, 0; 
Nye - 1 , 3 ;  Washoe -  2, 2; White Pine - 1 , 1 .  Two of the projects 
were implemented by nonprofit/nonpublic schools. By instructional 
le v e l, twenty projects were in elementary schools, nine were in in ter­
mediate schools, ten were in senior high schools, and three projects 
serviced two or more instructional le v e ls .
Instrumentation
A single questionnaire was developed and fie ld -tested  by the 
investigator (see Appendix A). The id entified  respondents were asked to 
supply data required to te s t  both hypotheses. The f ir s t  question was 
constructed to determine the extent to which specific  mi ni grants were 
incorporated as of the 1977-78 school year. Respondents were asked to 
place their mi nigrant in one of four categories: (1) Not now being
implemented; (2) now being implemented to a lesser  degree than in the 
funding year; (3) now being implemented essen tia lly  the same as in the 
funding year; and (4) now being implemented considerably beyond the 
a c tiv it ie s  o f the funding year.
A further question, to provide internal support for the
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identification  of overall implementation le v e ls , asked to what extent 
the following components were continuing: M ethods/activities, 
materials, and equipment. The four choices corresponded d irectly  
to the categories of the f ir s t  question, i . e . ,  not at a l l ,  le sser , 
same, or greater.
The second se t of questionnaire items was based upon theoretical 
elements of the Rand Study identified  as influencing the incorporation 
of federal programs. A guide for format and item development was 
provided by a number of impact and continuation study documents, 
including a University of Kansas impact study (20, 1972), a Kansas 
carry-on study (1_5, 1975), the Vermont Mi ni grant Questionnaire (T7, 
1975), and the instruments actually used in the Rand Change Agent 
Study ( ^ ,  1976).
Items were developed in order that a negative-to-positive range 
could be surveyed in each of the eight incorporation factors (or 
characteristics) indicated by the Rand Study. The Rand Study data 
were gathered through application of thirty-four items, arranged in 
clusters of from three to seven, to study the eight factors. Factor A-1 
(high level of local administrative support and commitment) was measured 
by s ix  items. Factor A-2 (cooperation and involvement of principal 
actors) was measured by seven items. Five items measured Factor A-3 
(active consumer demand). Three items measured Factor A-4 (low level 
of s ta f f  and administrative turnover). Factor B-1 (congruence with 
local goals and p rior ities) was measured by three items. Factor B-2 
(dominant s ta ff  training model) was measured by four items, with three 
other items providing additional information. Three items measured
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Factor B-3 (focus on a ctiv itie s  which replace old ones). Three items 
were also used to measure Factor B-4 (locally  in itia ted  project design 
and material development).
The questionnaire provided four possible response choices for 
each item. Respondents were asked to se lec t the answer most closely  
related to their project and c irc le  the corresponding numeral. Examples 
of the negative-to-positive range were: 1. Strongly disagree,
2. Disagree, 3. Agree, 4. Strongly agree; 1. Much lower, 2. _______ ,
3. _______, 4. Much higher; 1. 25%, 2. 50%, 3. 75%, 4. 100%.
In developing items, every effort was made to parallel concepts 
identified  by Rand. Both colleagues and committee members were con­
sulted regarding form and terminology in order to establish c larity , 
applicab ility , adequate range, and appropriateness in interpretation. 
The questionnaire was fie ld -tested  with s ix  mi ni grant implementers from 
the FY 76 group. They were asked to be cr itica l of a ll instrument 
items and communication documents. Based upon their responses, a 
number o f items were reworked.
As the instrument was new, and seemingly the f ir s t  of it s  kind 
developed to assess mi nigrant continuation, a potentially valuable 
spin-off to it s  use was the establishment of some valid ity and 
re lia b ility  measures for mi ni grants within the State o f Nevada.
Procedure
Procedures used in this statewide study are described below:
1. F ield-testing of the instruments with six  mi ni grant imple­
menters not included in the study (1975-76);
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2. revision of the instruments based upon cr itica l review of 
the p ilo t group;
3. development of three documents (see Appendix A) to send to 
potential respondents: "Warning" card to be mailed before mailing of 
questionnaire, introductory le tter  to arrive with questionnaire, and 
follow-up le tter  for those respondents three weeks la te  in returning 
questionnaire;
4. mailing of warning card followed by instrument, along with 
stamped, addressed return envelope;
5. follow-up by le tte r , telephone c a l l ,  and/or duplicate 
instrument to those respondents fa ilin g  to reply;
6. preparation of data received for computer program; and
7. analyzing of data, comparing levels of incorporation with
factors relating to (or influencing) that level of implementation.
Treatment of the Data
Rand Factor data were ta llied  by computer processes (see 
Appendix B). The ta ll ie s  displayed the following data:
1. The item statement,
2. the l i s t  of response choices,
3. the ta lly  of responses for each choice,
4. the mean response for each item,
5. the mean response for each factor, and
6. the N-count for each item.
The chi-square tes t  of significance (3̂ 5 1971, pp. 312-14; 26, 
1973; pp. 431-45) was calculated to determine differences between
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response patterns of those projects fa llin g  into each of the four 
incorporation categories and response patterns to the Rand Study 
Factors both by individual item and by to ta l.
The model had four rows stemming from the categories of 
respondents and two columns (a combining of two negative and two 
p ositive choices). The degrees of freedom equaled 3 (calculated as 
the product of one less than the number of rows and one less than the 
number of columns). At the .05 level of confidence, the cr itica l value 
of the s ta t is t ic  was 7.185. Any item or factor whose x  ̂ exceeded 
that value was deemed to exhibit sign ificantly  d ifferent response 
patterns among the four categories of respondents. Tables were con­
structed and displayed to demonstrate responses as either not s ig n if i­
cant or sign ificant at the .05 lev e l.
Summary
In investigating the relationship between the level of mi ni grant 
incorporation and certain factors id entified  in the Rand Study as 
influencing incorporation, the principal Nevada mi ni grant recipients for 
the f ir s t  two years of the program (FY 74 and FY 75) were surveyed.
They responded to a questionnaire constructed by the w riter, f ir s t  
reporting the extent to which the mi ni grant program was being imple­
mented during the 1977-78 school term, and then selecting from two 
negative and two positive choices the c lo se st measure of the extent to 
which Rand Study Incorporation Factors related to the identified  project. 
The two sets of data were in ferentia lly  analyzed through application of 
the chi-square te s t  of significance Cx )̂* Only those differences less
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than or equal to f iv e  percent probability of error (p) were considered 
to be of sign ificance. The data were processed through u tiliza tion  of 
a computer program according to the standard formula for chi-square 
(x").
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Chapter 4 
FINDINGS 
Review of the Problem
Mi nigrants under ESEA T itle  III evolved from criticism  leveled  
at th is innovative program source. Critics were questioning whether 
programs were being adopted, especially  when many innovations required 
extra material and personnel resources. Nevada followed the lead of 
several other states by providing seed money through mi nigrants for 
individual teachers and/or schools to establish new programs which 
could continue without additional costs after one year of funding.
Contacts with o ff ic ia ls  in other states confirmed two suspicions, 
that mi ni grant funding was spreading and that l i t t l e  data were available 
regarding program success or continuation. An intensive study by the 
Rand Corporation established eight characteristics which seemed to 
influence program continuation in change agent projects. Four of these 
characteristics (or factors) related to the innovative project and four 
related to the institu tional settin g . With the Rand Factors as a 
theoretical framework, this study sought to provide answers to the 
following questions:
1. Have Nevada mi nigrant projects been incorporated into 
regular school d is tr ic t  programs after the termination 
of funding?
2. What factors of the institu tional setting and of the 
innovative mi ni grant appear to influence incorporation?
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Review of the Hypotheses
To explore the principal research question; "To what degree do 
the Rand Study Incorporation Factors influence the incorporation of 
minigrants in Nevada schools?" i t  was f ir s t  hypothesized that Nevada 
minigrants do continue after the termination of funding. A null 
hypothesis was then formed that no sign ificant differences existed  
among the Nevada minigrant incorporation levels as measured by the Rand 
Study Incorporation Factors.
Review of the Research Procedures
One group of respondents was surveyed, the forty-two principal 
mi nigrant recipients. They responded to a questionnaire, f ir s t  
specifying the extent to which their mi ni grant programs (funded 1973-74 
and 1974-75) had been incorporated as of the 1977-78 school year. They 
then responded to items based on theoretical elements of the Rand Study.
A s ta t is t ica l te s t , the chi-square te s t  of sign ificance, was then 
applied to the two sets of data. Only those differences where p = .05 or 
le ss  were considered sign ificant. Computer processes were used to treat 
data relating to the Rand Factors (see Appendix B), while data measuring 
the levels of incorporation were hand-tabulated.
Findings of the Study
Levels of Incorporation
Based on an 88.1 percent return (37 of 42 potential respondents) 
on the Nevada Mi nigrant Questionnaire, the hypothesis that Nevada
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minigrants do continue after funding was confirmed. Table 2 demon- 
states that twenty-seven of the thirty-seven principal recipients 
responding described their programs as continuing to some degree in the 
1977-78 school year. The levels o f incorporation (continuation) were 
spread rather evenly across the four choices, with 10 (27.1%) not being 
implemented, 8 (21.6%) being implemented to a lesser degree than in the 
funding year, 11 (29.7%) being implemented essen tia lly  the same as in 
the funding year, and 8 (21.6%) expanded well beyond the funding year 
program.
Table 2. Minigrant Incorporation during the 1977-78 School Year 
Compared to Funding Year by Program Component
Number and percentage of respondents
components A B C D
No. Pet. No. Pet. No. Pet. No. Pet.
Overall incorporation 10 27.1 8 21.6 11 29.7 8 21.6
Methods/activities 8 21.6 12 32. 8 21.6 9 24.3
Materials 7 18.9 9 24.3 10 27. 11 29.7
Equipment 10 27. 7 18.9 13 35.1 7 18.9
*Response Categories
A. Not being implemented
B. Lesser than funding year
C. Same as funding year
D. Greater than funding year
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After indicating an overall level of incorporation, as described 
above, respondents were asked to identify the degree to which certain 
components of the program were continuing. These data were not used to 
measure the null hypothesis, and presented a response pattern differing  
some from the overall incorporation established. Table 2 shows that 
methods and a c tiv itie s  had been dropped by 8 programs, diminished by 12, 
continued by 8, and expanded by 9. The materials had been dropped by 
only 7 programs, diminished by 9, continued by 10, and expanded by 11. 
The equipment component no longer existed in 10 programs, had been 
decreased in 7, remained constant in 13, and expanded in 7.
Respondents offered numerous explanations to support their 
overall level of continuation three or four years after funding. By 
incorporation le v e l, these explanations were paraphrased as follows:
A. The program is  not now being implemented.
1. Program was removed from the curriculum by the adminis­
tration after two years.
2. I le f t  and the program went with me.
3. The administration was changed after three years, and
the program is  no longer used.
4. The teacher and principal le f t ,  and so did the program.
5. I try to use part of i t  ou t-o f-sta te.
6. Assignments were changed and the new teacher does not 
use the program.
B. The program is  now being implemented to a lesser degree than
in the funding year.
1. The k its are s t i l l  used to a limited degree.
2. Past practice is  le ss , due to personnel change.
3. Sound quality of recorded narrations is  poor.
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4. Used in own classroom and by other teachers trained 
on own time.
C. The program is  now being implemented essen tia lly  the same as
in the funding year.
1. Materials are frayed, but s t i l l  in use.
2. The concept is  being applied in a new curriculum area.
3. Local funding has kept the project going.
4. Continuing with l i t t l e  change.
D. The program has expanded well beyond the funding year program.
1. Has expanded to several schools.
2. Has expanded to the entire school d is tr ic t .
3. Students now develop own materials.
4. Materials are used in a number of d is tr ic t  lib raries.
5. Continues to expand to more science subjects.
Relation of Rand Study Incorporation Factors to Mi nigrant
Incorporation Factor A-1 - High Level of Administrative Support and 
Commitment. As shown in Table 3, the null hypothesis as applied to 
th is factor was rejected. There were found sign ificantly  different 
response patterns among the incorporation levels  as they related to 
administrative support and commitment based upon a difference of 
27.0984, sign ificant at the .05 le v e l.
The findings showed the programs not being implemented with a 
mean of 2.050 (barely out o f the strongly disagree column), those of a 
lesser implementation level with a mean of 2.265 (between disagree and 
agree), and those which had expanded with a mean of 3.064 (in the agree 
column). The greatest difference between the mean responses was 
between those not being implemented and the other three categories.
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giving credence to the postulated importance of strong administrative 
support and commitment in the incorporation of mi ni grants.
Table 3. Incorporation Levels* for Factor A-1
Factor
Percent of respondents in 
each response category Mean
response .........1 2 3 4
A-1 High level of A 43.33 20 25 11.67 2.050
admi nistrative
support and B 16.67 25 37.5 20.83 2.625
commi tment 27.0984**
C 7.69 13.85 52.31 26.15 2.969
D 14.89 14.89 19.15 51.06 3.064
*Incorporation Levels
A. Not being implemented
B. Lesser than funding year
C. Same as funding year
D. Greater than funding year
**Significant at the .05 level
Table 4 presents the findings for each of six  sub-factors used 
as cr iteria  for the measurement of Factor A-1. Only Sub-factor 1, the 
principal's support and commitment during the funding year, displayed 
response patterns which were sign ificantly  d ifferent with 5 percent 
probability of error. Sub-factors 2 through 6 demonstrated mean 
responses which empirically ranged from negative to positive across the 
response categories. Sub-factor 1, however, demonstrated a sharp break 
between the no implementation category (with a mean of 2.5) and the 
three levels of incorporation (with means of 3 .5 , 3.455, and 3.375,
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respectively). Apparently, the principal's support was a strong 
influence for continuation, with expansion influenced by s t i l l  other 
characteristics.
Table 4. Sub-factors of Factor A-1 by Incorporation Level*
Percent of respondents in 
each response category Mean
responseFactor * 1 2 3 4
1. A high level of 
support and commitment
A 40 0 30 30 2.5
was demonstrated by 
the principal during
B 0 0 50 50 3.5
8.97828**
the funding year 
1 Strongly disagree;
C 0 0 54.55 45.45 3.455
2 Disagree; 3 Agree; 
4 Strongly agree
D 12.5 0 25 62.5 3.375
2. A high level of 
support and commitment
A 50 30 20 10 1.9
was demonstrated by 
the principal in
B 0 37.5 25 37.5 3.0
5.74293
deciding to continue 
or spread the project
C 0 18.18 54.55 27.27 3.091
after funding
1 Strongly disagree;
2 Disagree; 3 Agree; 
4 Strongly agree
D 12.5 25 0 62.5 3,125
3. A high level of 
support and commitment
A 50 30 10 10 1.8
was demonstrated by 
the superintendent or
B 25 37.5 37.5 0 2.125
6.8507
other key personnel 
during the funding
C 18.18 9.09 45.45 27.27 2.818
year
1 Strongly disagree;
2 Disagree; 3 Agree; 
4 Strongly agree
D 12.5 25 12.5 50 3.0
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Table 4 (continued)
Percent of respondents in 
each response category Mean
responseFactor * 1 2 3 4 x'
4. A high level of 
support and commitment
A 50 30 10 10 1.8
was demonstrated by 
the superintendent or
B 12.5 50 25 12.5 2.375
6.11164
other key personnel in 
deciding to continue
C 18.18 18.18 54.55 9.09 2.545
or spread the project 
after funding
1 Strongly disagree;
2 Disagree; 3 Agree;
4 Strongly agree
D 14.24 14.29 14.29 57.14 3.143
5. I t  was known 
during the funding
A 20 20 50 10 2.5
year that the project 
would be continued
B 37.5 25 37.5 0 2.0
4.48026
1 Strongly disagree;
2 Disagree; 3 Agree;
C 9.09 9.09 45.45 36.36 3.019
4 Strongly agree D 12.5 12.5 25 50 3.125
6. The d is tr ic t  
cooperated in giving
A 50 30 20 0 1.8
the project positive  
v is ib il ity
B 25 0 50 25 2.75
4.83428
1 Strongly disagree;
2 Disagree; 3 Agree;
C 0 30 50 10 2.8
4 Strongly agree D 25 12.5 37.5 25 1 2.625
*Incorporation Levels
A. Not being implemented
B. Lesser than funding year
C. Same as funding year
D. Greater than funding year
**Significant at the .05 level
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Respondent comments for Factor A-1 are summarized below by 
incorporation level.
A. The program is  not now being implemented.
1. Superintendent and directors never inspected the program.
2. Program was established for school only; support was not 
requested.
3. Project was sent to the d is tr ic t  o ffice  where i t  probably 
rests in a box or on a sh e lf.
4. I am not aware of the program being mentioned outside of 
one short newspaper a r tic le .
B. The program is  now being implemented to a lesser degree than
in the funding year.
1. The d is tr ic t  wanted things done on our own time.
C. The program is  now being implemented essen tia lly  the same as in
the funding year.
1. Support, commitment, and continuation were due to my 
persistence, not the administration.
2. I t  was highly v is ib le  in the subject area, but I doubt
the rest of the d is tr ic t  knew of the grant.
3. The teachers are responsible for i t s  working.
4. Supervisory support has helped others to adopt my approach
to their own teaching.
D. The program has expanded well beyond the funding year program.
1. The superintendent and administrators were v is ib le  and 
supportive.
2. Cooperation and support were continuous.
3. School trustees were eagerly in favor.
Factor A-2 - Cooperative Involvement of Principal Actors. Table 
5 shows the data compiled from seven items designed to measure the 
influence s ta ff  interaction and cooperation had on continuation. A
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measure of 5.01762 was not sign ifican t, and the null hypothesis was 
therefore not rejected. I t  was worthy to note that the mean responses 
for a ll incorporation levels  were re latively  high (3 .0 , 3 .0 , 2.960, and 
3.545), which indicated that, in general, cooperation among the various 
mi ni grant participants was good.
Table 5. Incorporation Levels* for Factor A-2
Factor
Percent of respondents in 
each response category Mean
response x'1 2 3 4
A-2 Cooperative A 20.29 5.80 27.54 45.38 3.0
involvement of
principal actors B 2.0 28 38 32 3.0
5.01762
C 13.33 10.67 42.67 33.33 2.960
D 7.27 5.45 12.73 74.55 3.545
*Incorporation Levels
A. Not being implemented
B. Lesser than funding year
C. Same as funding year
D. Greater than funding year
Among the seven sub-factors displayed in Table 6, mean responses 
were very close, with Sub-factor 9 (working relationships among project 
s ta ff)  demonstrating means of 3 .7 , 3.25, 3 .5 , and 3.625. The fact that 
the no implementation group identified  excellent working relationships 
on the project s ta f f  to a s lig h tly  higher degree than the implementation 
groups was noteworthy. S t i l l ,  Sub-factor 10, s ta f f  w illingness to 
devote extra time to make the project a success, did demonstrate
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sign ificant response pattern differences with a measure of 7.98424. 
The differences varied from the expected pattern. The no implementation 
group mean was 3 .6, while the lesser and same groups scored 3.0 and 
3.091, respectively. In the expanded implementation group, a mean of 
4.0 indicated that a ll respondents f e l t  the s ta f f  gave a great deal of 
extra time.
Table 6. Sub-factors of Factor A-2 by Incorporation Level*
Percent of respondents in 
each response category Mean
responseSub-factors * 1 2 3 4
7. Teachers partici­
pated actively in
A 30 10 30 30 2.6
making decisions on 
project direction.
B 0 25 25 50 3.25
1.41195
content and change 
1 Not at a ll ;  2
C 9.09 18.18 27.27 45.45 3.091
3 — ; 4 A great deal D 0 14.29 42.86 42.86 3.286
8. Project s ta ff  
members consulted
A 0 10 30 60 3.5
with each other 
about project
B 0 14.29 42.86 42.86 3.286
1.05
a c tiv itie s  
1 L ittle; 2 — ;
C 10 0 60 30 3.1
3 — ; 4 Constantly D 12.5 12.5 12.5 62.5 3.250
9. Working relation­
ships among the
A 0 10 10 80 3.7
project s ta ff  were 
1 Poor; 2 —; 3 —;
B 0 12.5 50 37.5 3.25
.562498
4 Excellent C
D
0
12.5
10
0
30
0
60
87.5
3.5
3.625
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Table 5 (continued)
Percent of respondents in 
each response category Mean
responseSub-factors * 1 2 3 4 x'
10. Project s ta ff  
members were w illing
A 0 0 40 60 3.6
to give extra time 
to make the project
B 0 42.86 14.29 42.86 3.0
7.98424**
a success
1 L ittle; 2 — ; 3 — ;
C 9.09 9.09 45.45 36.36 3.091
4 A great deal D 0 0 0 100 4.0
11. The principal 
participated actively
A 50 10 10 30 2.2
in s ta ff  meetings 
1 Never; 2 — ;
B 0 42.86 42.86 14.29 2.714
4.25187
3 — ; 4 Often C
D
27.27
12.5
18.18
0
36.36
12.5
18.18
75
2.455
3.5
12. The principal 
helped s ta ff  solve
A 50 0 20 30 2.3
project problems 
1 Never; 2 — ;
B 0 16.67 66.67 16.67 3.0
3.6614
3 — ; 4 Often C
D
27.27
12.5
9.09
0
36.36
0
27.27
87.5
2.636
3.625
13. Compared to 
previous years.
A 11.11 0 55.36 33.33 3.111
teacher morale during 
the funding year
B 14.29 42.86 28.57 14.29 2.429
5.99394
appeared to be 
1 Very low; 2 — ;
C 9.09 9.09 63.64 18.18 2.909
3 — ; 4 Very high D 0 12.5 |25 62.5 3.5
*Incorporation Levels
A. Not being implemented
B. Lesser than funding year
C. Same as funding year
D. Greater than funding year
♦♦Significant at the .05 level
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A summary of respondent comments by incorporation level fo l1ows:
A. The program is  not now being implemented.
1. Other teachers cooperated by changing students with me at
intervals.
2. A limited number were involved.
3. Funding had nothing to do with s ta ff  morale.
4. Teacher and principal were the s ta ff .
5. I was the only s ta f f  member.
B. The program is  now being implemented to a lesser degree than in
the funding year.
1. S taff was excited to see and use the finished products.
2. When principal le f t ,  direction was limited.
3. S taff was one teacher, and morale was low.
C. The program is  now being implemented essen tia lly  the same as in 
the funding year.
1. The group worked well under an excellent leader.
D. The program has expanded well beyond the funding year program.
1. Teachers were grateful for the outside help.
2. Great teamwork!
3. Teachers learned to use A-V equipment in order to develop 
materials and continue classroom implementation.
4. No problems! Did everything myself.
5. Several con flicts developed over the use of school f a c i l i t i e s .  
Factor A-3 - Active Consumer Demand. The findings for th is
factor rejected the null hypothesis with a 5 percent chance of error.
With a of 16.9712, s ign ificant differences did ex ist among the four 
incorporation levels as they related to the demand of consumer groups 
for project continuation. The mean responses listed  in Table 7 present
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a pattern of expected escalation , with the no implementation group 
averaging 2.34 and the lesser implementation group 2.595. Means for 
the same implementation and expanded implementation groups followed 
su it at 3.0 and 3.385. Empirically, in terest and reaction by parents, 
the public, and the school board seemed to have some influence on 
mi ni grant program continuation.
Table 7. Incorporation Levels* for Factor A-3
Factor
Perce
each
int of r 
respon
espondents in 
se category Mean
response x'1 2 3 4
A-3 Active consumer 
demand
A
B
C
D
34
27.03
8
7.69
14
16.22
14
5.13
36
27.03
48
28.21
16
29.73
30
58.97
2.34
2.595
3.0
3.385
16.9712**
♦Incorporation Levels
A. Not being implemented
B. Lesser than funding year
C. Same as funding year
D. Greater than funding year
♦♦Significant at the .05 level
Factor A-3 was measured by five sub-factors. Only Sub-factor 15 
reflected a measure considered sign ificant at the .05 lev e l. As 
described in Table 8, parent in terest appeared to influence program 
continuation and expansion. Sixty percent of the no implementation 
respondents indicated low parent in terest and 40 percent indicated i t
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was considerable. In the lesser implementation groups, the comparative 
percentages were approximately 43 and 57 percent. The same implementa­
tion respondents' percentages were 10 and 90, while a ll of the expanded 
implementation group indicated that parent in terest in program con­
tinuation was high.
Table 8. Sub-factors o f Factor A-3 by Incorporation Level*
Sub-factor
Percent of respondents in 
each response category Mean
response x'1 2 3 4
14. Compared to pre­ A 10 0 80 10 2.9
vious years, student
motivation during the B 12.5 12.5 50 25 2.875
project year appeared 3.63063
to be C 0 0 54.55 45.45 3.455
1 Very low; 2 — ;
3 — ; 4 Very high D 0 25 25 50 3.250
15. Parent in terest A 50 10 30 10 2.0
in the program
continuation was B 28.57 14.29 14.29 42.86 2.714
1 None; 2 — ; 3 —; 10.43**
4 Considerable C 0 10 80 10 3.0
D 0 0 37.5 62.5 3.625
16. Public reaction A 40 30 20 10 2.0
favoring continuation
was B 42.86 14.29 14.29 28.57 2.286
1 None; 2 — ; 3—; 7.27708
4 Considerable C 10 20 50 20 2.8
D 12.5 0 37.5 50 3.250
17. School board A 70 10 10 10 1.6
in terest in program
continuation was B 57.14 28.57 14.29 0 1.571
1 None; 2 — ; 3—; 6.51428
4 Considerable C 33.33 33.33 11.11 22.22 2.222
D 28.57 0 28.57 42.86 2.857
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Table 8 (continued)
Sub-factor
Percent of respondents in 
each response category Mean
response x'1 2 3 4
18. S taff in terest in A 0 20 40 40 3.2
continuing the project
was B 0 12.5 37.5 50 3.375
1 None; 2 —; 3 —; 1.82813
4 Considerable C 0 10 40 50 3.4
D 0 0 12.5 87.5 3.875
*Incorporation Levels
A. Not being implemented
B. Lesser than funding year
C. Same as funding year
D. Greater than funding year
**Significant at the .05 level
A summary of respondent comments by incorporation level follows.
A. The program is  not now being implemented.
1. Some favorable reaction from parents, none from Board 
members.
2. Good community contact was established, but l i t t l e  
encouragement to continue was given.
3. Student in terest was up, but the parents and public 
wouldn't have "committed suicide" i f  the program 
hadn't been presented.
4. I'm not sure the School Board was presented with the 
project.
B. The program is  now being implemented to a lesser degree than in
the funding year.
1. Too much time was spent on the technical rather than the 
learning aspects (relating to s ta f f  in terest).
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c. The program is  now being implemented essen tia lly  the same as
in the funding year.
1. S taff was enthusiastic about continuing a c t iv it ie s .
2. I doubt that the Board knows about i t .
3. At that time, we didn't have a Board.
D. The program has expanded well beyond the funding year program.
1. Students were enthusiastic.
Factor A-4 - Low Level of S taff and Administrative Turnover. Of 
the eight factors measured, a value of 4.48067 placed "low s ta ff  
turnover" next to the lowest. With a difference of only .521 between 
the mean responses of the no implementation group and the expanded 
implementation group, low s ta ff  turnover did not appear to be an 
important continuation characteristic . Of in terest to note, however, 
was that the same implementation group seemed to be the most stable, 
with a mean response of 3.138 as opposed to 2.833 for the expanded 
implementation group. Although not sign ificant, the pattern o f larger 
percentages of C and D respondents in the two positive categories was 
s t i l l  present. These data are shown in Table 9.
Three sub-factors were used to assess Factor A-4, and Table 10 
displays the data found for each of these cr iter ia . None of the cr iteria  
were found to exhibit s ign ificantly  different response patterns.
A summary of comments relating to Factor A-4 by incorporation 
level follows.
A. The program is  not now being implemented.
1. I f  the original principal had stayed, the program would 
be well and happy.
2. The principal transferred after the second year and the 
program le f t  also.
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Table 9. Incorporation Levels* for Factor A-4
Factor
Percent of respondents in 
each response category Mean
response x'1 2 3 4
A-4 Low level of A 42.86 10.71 17.86 28.57 2.321
sta ff  and
administration B 20.83 20.83 20.83 37.5 2.750
turnover 4.48067
C 13.79 13.79 17.24 55.17 3.138
D 16.67 16.67 33.33 33.33 2.833
*Incorporation Levels
A. Not being implemented
B. Lesser than funding year
C. Same as funding year
D. Greater than funding year
B. The program is now being implemented to a lesser degree than in 
the funding year.
1. New principal and new teachers are trying to carry on the 
program.
2. The principal was terminated during the year.
C. The program is  now being implemented essen tia lly  the same as in 
the funding year.
1. I was and am the s ta ff .
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Table 10. Sub-factors of Factor A-4 by Incorporation Level*
Sub-factor
Percent of respondents in 
each response category Mean
response x'1 2 3 4
19. Overall s ta ff  
turnover since the 
project year has been 
1 Very high; 2 — ;
3 —; 4 Very low
A
B
C
D
40
12.5 
10
12.5
0
12.5 
10
12.5
30
25
20
37.5
30
50
60
37.5
2.5
3.125
3.3
3.0
1.10769
20. The percentage 
of project teachers 
s t i l l  with the pro­
gram is  c losest to 
1 25%; 2 50%;
3 75%; 4 100%
A
B
C
D
50
0
10
12.5
12.5
37.5 
30
12.5
12.5
25
10
50
25
37.5
50
25
2.125
3.0
3.0 
2.875
2.41642
21. The funding year 
principal stayed with 
the program 
1 One year; 2 Two 
years; 3 Three years; 
4 Four years
A
B
C
D
40
50
22.22
25
20
12.5
0
25
10
12.5 
22.22
12.5
30
25
55.56
37.5
2.3
2.125
3.111
2.625
3.65219
*Incorporation Levels
A. Not being implemented
B. Lesser than funding year
C. Same as funding year
D. Greater than funding year
Factor B-1 - Congruence with Local Goals and P r io r ities . As seen 
in Table 11, the null hypothesis was rejected for Factor B-1. S ig n ifi­
cant differences were found among the several incorporation le v e ls . In 
the no implementation group, nearly 57 percent responded in Category 1
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(the most negative), while only 3.3 percent responded most p ositively  in 
Category 4. By contrast, nearly 9 percent of the expanded implementa­
tion group were in Category 1, and almost 35 percent were in Category 4. 
By mean response, no implementation was 1.83, le sser  implementation was 
2.522, same implementation was 3.061, and expanded implementation was 
2.913.
Table 11. Incorporation Levels* for Factor B-1
Factor
Percent of respondents in 
each response category
1
Mean
response
B-1 Congruence with 
local goals and 
p riorities
56.57
21.74
6.06
8.7
6.67
30.43
15.15
26.09
33.33
21.74
45.45
30.43
3.33
26.09
33.33
34.78
1.83
2.522
3.061
2.913
*Incorporation Levels
A. Not being implemented
B. Lesser than funding year
C. Same as funding year
D. Greater than funding year
**Significant at the .05 level
None of the three sub-factors were seen to exhibit s ign ificant  
differences, although the measure for d is tr ic t  recognition of the 
project focus as a major problem demonstrated the greatest variance and 
apparently contributed greatly to Factor B-1's recognition as s ig n if i­
cant. These data can be seen on Table 12.
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Table 12. Sub-factors of Factor B-1 by Incorporation Level*
Sub-factor
Percent of respondents in 
each response category Mean
response
22. D istrict priority 
rating of the project 
was
1 Very low; 2 — ;
3 — ; 4 Very high
70
25
0
14.29
0
25
27.27
29.57
20
12.5
54.55
14.29
10
37.5
18.18
42.86
1.7
2.625
2.909
2.857
3.91656
23. In my opinion, 
the d is tr ic t  saw the 
educational problem 
addressed by the 
project as 
1 Slight; 2 —;
3 — ; 4 Major
50
25
0
12.5
10
25
9.09
25
40
25
54.55
25
0
25
36.35
37.5
1.9
2.5
3.273
2.875
24. D istrict adminis­
trative personnel 
monitored a c t iv itie s  
of the project 
1 Never; 2 — ; 3 — ;
4 Often
50
14.29
18.18
0
10
42.86
9.09
25
28.57
27.27
50
0
14.29
45.45
25
1.9
2.429
3.0
3.0
3.9246
*Incorporation Levels
A. Not being implemented
B. Lesser than funding year
C. Same as funding year
D. Greater than funding year
Several comments by incorporation follow.
A. The program is  not now being implemented.
1. We s t i l l  do not have a defined program in th is area.
2. This school project had a very low p rofile .
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B. The program is  now being implemented to a lesser degree than
in the funding year.
1. Interested administrators v isited  the project.
C. The program has expanded well beyond the funding year program.
1. D istrict personnel were most helpful.
Factor B-2 - A Dominant S taff Training Model. I t  was postulated 
that s ta ff  training would be an important characteristic of any success­
ful change agent project. As seen in Table 13, th is assumption seemed 
to hold true for small grant programs as w ell. The null hypothesis was 
easily  rejected, with a sign ificantly  d ifferent measure of 25.4626 at 
the .05 level of confidence. This measure represents the second largest 
difference recorded among the eight factors. Factor A-1, relating to a 
high level of administrative support and commitment, was the most s ign i­
ficantly  different, exceeding Factor B-2 by 1.6358. The response 
pattern displayed nearly 75 percent of the no implementation group 
responding in disagree Categories 1 and 2. Conversely, le ss than 22 
percent of the expanded implementation respondents assigned scores to 
the disagree column. For the two internal groups, the pattern stayed 
in tact, with 37.5 percent of the less implementation group and 28 
percent of the same implementation respondents disagreeing.
The importance o f s ta ff  training on program continuation can be 
viewed in Table 14. Two of the five s ta t is t ic a l ly  d ifferent sub­
factors in th is study were cr iteria  for Factor B-2, items 26 and 27. 
Sub-factor 25, relating to the importance of s ta ff  training to the 
project, was not identified  by the s ta t is t ica l treatment as sign ificant. 
The criterion to measure focus on practical problems. Sub-factor 28, 
likewise was determined not sign ificant.
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Table 13. Incorporation Levels* for Factor B-2
Percent of respondents in 
each response category Mean
responseFactor * 1 2 3 4 x'
B-2 A dominant s ta ff  
training model
A
B
C
D
38.46
21.88
2.56
9.38
35.9
15.63
25.64 
12.5
23.08
56.25
61.54
50
2.56
6.25
10.26
28.13
1.879
2.469
2.795
2.969
25.4626**
*Incorporation Levels
A. Not being implemented
B. Lesser than funding year
C. Same as funding year
D. Greater than funding year
**Significant at the .05 level
Of the two significant cr iter ia . Sub-factor 26 measured a of 
13.6938. Thirty percent of the no implementation group agreed and none 
strongly agreed with the item statement, for a mean response of 1.9 , 
while 75 percent of the lesser implementation group were in the agree 
column. Again, none of the lesser group strongly agreed; the mean 
response was 2.5. Ninety percent of the same implementation group 
agreed and 10 percent strongly agreed, for a mean response of 3.1 . In 
the expanded implementation category, 62.5 percent agreed and 25 percent 
strongly agreed, with the mean response at 3 .0 . As previously cited , 
the response pattern relating to the importance of s ta ff  training in and 
of i t s e l f  was not identified  as sign ificant. However, in view of the 
fact that the adequacy, appropriateness, and proper scheduling of
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Table 14. Sub-factors o f  Factor B-2 by Incorporation Level*
Percent of respondents in 
each response category Mean
responseSub-factors * 1 2 3 4
25. Staff training 
was an important
A 30 40 20 10 2.1
component of this 
project
B 12.5 50 25 12.5 2.375
4.16692
1 Strongly disagree;
2 Disagree; 3 Agree;
C 9.09 36.36 45.45 9.09 2.545
4 Strongly agree D 0 25 25 50 3.250
26. Staff training 
was adequate, appro­
A 40 30 30 0 1.9
priate and well 
scheduled
B 25 0 75 0 2.5
13.6938**
1 Strongly disagree;
2 Disagree; 3 Agree;
C 0 0 90 10 3.1
4 Strongly agree D 12.5 0 62.5 25 3.0
27. Training sessions 
were useful in dealing
A 40 50 10 0 1.7
with project problems 
1 Strongly disagree;
B 25 0 75 0 2.5
10.4911**
2 Disagree; 3 Agree; 
4 Strongly agree
C
D
0
12.5
44.44
12.5
55.56
62.5
0
12.5
2.556
2.750
28. Training focused 
on practical problems
A 44.44 22.22 33.33 0 1.889
and a c tiv itie s  of the 
project
B 25 12.5 50 12.5 2.5
4.65303
1 Strongly disagree;
2 Disagree; 3 Agree;
C 0 22.22 55.56 22.22 3.0
4 Strongly agree D 12.5 12.5 50 25 2.875
*Incorporation Levels
A. Not being implemented
B. Lesser than funding year
C. Same as funding year
D. Greater than funding year
**Significant at the .05 level
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training were more id en tifiable in implemented projects, item 25 seemed 
to approach significance by implication, evidencing a p ossib ility  of  
the Type II error in this finding.
A somewhat d ifferent pattern was presented by Sub-factor 27, 
relating to the usefulness of training sessions to deal with project 
problems. The two middle respondent groups were almost identical by 
mean response, 2.5 and 2.555, with considerable distance between the 
extreme categories, 1.70 and 2.750. I t  could be noted that the mean 
responses were comparatively low for a ll categories. S t i l l ,  the sig n i­
ficance of the discrepancy led to the inference that where training 
sessions were useful in sorting out project problems, the chance of 
continuation was better.
Respondent comments for Factor B-2 are summarized below.
A. The program is  not now being implemented.
1. Project didn't include s ta f f  training.
2. Some of the best brainstorming I've been involved with!
3. Previous training was most important.
4. Went out of D istrict for training.
B. The program is  now being implemented to a lesser degree than
in the funding year.
1. State Dept, of Education personnel were most helpful.
C. The program is  now being implemented essen tia lly  the same as
in the funding year.
1. Project based on experiences I encountered in many years 
o f teaching.
D. The program has expanded well beyond the funding year program.
1. Training in out-of-state conference.
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Three non-hypothesized sets of data provided additional informa­
tion for looking at the overall impact of s ta f f  training influence on 
the continuation of mi ni grants. Table 15 demonstrates that in almost 
a ll instances and at a ll incorporation levels extra s ta f f  pay was 
negligib le. A wide disparity was seen among the incorporation groups 
regarding when s ta f f  training was held. The identical pattern was 
demonstrated by the no implementation and lesser implementation groups. 
Fifty percent said the most useful training was held at the beginning, 
while 33.3 percent f e l t  i t  was throughout the year, and another 16.7 
percent saw i t  as being held at the end of the project. By contrast, 
the same implementation and the expanded implementation groups recorded
11.1 and 14.3 percent at the beginning, 66.6 and 57.1 percent throughout 
the year, and 22.3 and 28.6 percent other. The data appeared to 
strongly support inservice training throughout the project year.
As seen in Table 15, respondents indicated that the most useful 
training was conducted by a wide divergence of personnel. The no 
implementation respondents named d is tr ic t  resource people 14.3 percent, 
outside consultants 28.6 percent, project s ta f f  42.8 percent, and 
other 14.3 percent. In the lesser implementation group, 16.7 percent 
indicated d is tr ic t  resource persons were most helpful, and the remaining 
83.3 percent named project s ta f f .  The same implementation group saw 
project s ta ff  as conducting the most useful training in 33.2 percent of 
the cases, and named the other three categories in 22.2 percent of the 
cases. The expanded implementation group identified  outside consultants 
and other 14.3 percent of the time each; however, 71.4 percent in the
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project s ta ff  column indicated that local s ta ff  could be effective in 
making an impact on s ta ff  change.
Table 15. Non-hypothesized S taff Training Findings by Incorporation 
Level*
Percentage of 
each respon
responde 
se categ
nts in 
ory
Item * 1 2 3 4 Total
Additional s ta f f  pay for 
training was
A 80.0 10.0 10.0 0 100
1 None; 2 — ; 3 
4 Considerable
B 87.5 12.5 0 0 100
C 81.8 18.2 0 0 100
D 83.3 0 0 16.7 100
The most useful training 
was held
A 50.0 33.3 16.7 0 100
1 at beginning;
2 throughout year;
B 50.0 33.3 16.7 0 100
3 at end; 4 other C 11.1 66.6 0 22.3 100
D 14.3 57.1 0 28.6 100
The most useful training 
was conducted by
A 14.3 28.6 42.8 14.3 100
1 d is tr ic t  resource people;
2 consultants; 3 project
B 16.7 0 83.3 0 100
s ta ff;  4 other C 22.3 22.2 22.3 22.3 100
D 0 14.3 71.4 14.3 100
*Incorporation Levels
A. Not being implemented
B. Lesser than funding year
C. Same as funding year
D. Greater than funding year
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Factor B-3 -  Focus on Project A ctiv ities Intended to Replace 
(Rather Than Add To) Local Practices. By viewing Table 16, i t  can be 
seen that the differences in response patterns within the three criteria  
were sign ificant and the null hypothesis was rejected. The overall 
factor response pattern for the f ir s t  three respondent groups was in 
direct inverse order from what would have been expected. A no implemen­
tation category mean o f 2.833 was followed by a lesser implementation 
mean of 2.697. The expanded implementation group broke the pattern with 
a measured mean of 3.292, based on less than 17 percent of the respon­
dents marking in the disagree column.
Table 16. Incorporation Levels* for Factor B-3
Factor
Percent of respondents in  
each response category Mean
response x'1 2 3 4
B-3 Focus on project A 16.67 6.67 53.33 23.33 2.833
activ ities  intended
to replace (rather B 4.17 41.67 33.33 20.83 2.708
than add to) local 9.28398**
practices C 3.03 45.45 30.30 21.21 2.697
D 0 16.67 37.5 45.83 3.292
*Incorporated Levels
A. Not being implemented
B. Lesser than funding year
C. Same as funding year
D. Greater than funding year
**Significant at the .05 level
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Data described in Table 17 show no significance levels  reached 
for any of the three cr iteria  items. Sub-factor 29 measured project 
methods replacing old practices and recorded mean differences of only 
.477. The expanded implementation group mean response was at 2.7 . The 
lesser implementation and same implementation group means were 2.5 and 
2.273, respectively. Sub-factor 30, relating to project materials/ 
equipment replacing old resources, displayed similar means for the 
f ir s t  three groups, with the expanded implementation group measuring 
3.5, approximately one fu ll point above the others. For Sub-factor 31, 
the project was developed because a new or d ifferent program was needed, 
the measure of 1.62002 was among the lowest recorded and thereby 
displayed no sign ificantly  d ifferent response patterns. Nevertheless, 
the group means for this factor were very high, suggesting that program 
ideas may have sprung from strongly f e l t  needs, regardless of their 
eventual survival patterns.
A summary of comments relating to Factor B-3 by incorporation 
level follows:
A. The program is  not now being implemented.
1. Program is  s t i l l  needed as a cata lyst for basic s k i l ls .
2. This program was meant to augment an already existing one.
B. The program is  now being implemented to a lesser degree than
in the funding year.
1. School changed from self-contained to departmentalized.
C. The program is now being implemented essen tia lly  the same as
in the funding year.
1. This program was to expand, not delete a c t iv it ie s .
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Table 17. Sub-factors o f  Factor B-3 by Incorporation Level*
Percent of respondents in 
each response category Mean
responseSub-factor * 1 2 3 4 x"
29. Project methods 
completely replaced
A 20 10 50 20 2.7
old practices 
1 Strongly disagree;
B 12.5 50 12.5 25 2.5
4.84924
2 Disagree; 3 Agree; 
4 Strongly agree
C
D
9.09
0
63.54
37.5
18.18
50
9.09
12.5
2.273
2.750
30. Project materials/ 
equipment completely
A 20 10 60 10 2.6
replaced previous 
resources
B 0 62.5 37.5 0 2.375
5.56579
1 Strongly disagree;
2 Disagree; 3 Agree;
C 0 54.55 36.36 45.45 2.545
4 Strongly agree D 0 12.5 25 62.5 3.5
31. The project was 
developed because a
A 10 0 50 40 3.2
new or different  
program was needed
B 0 12.5 50 37.5 3.25
1.62002
1 Strongly disagree;
2 Disagree; 3 Agree;
C 0 18.18 36.36 45.45 3.273
4 Strongly agree 0 0 37.5 62.5 3.625
*Implementation Levels
A. Not being implemented
B. Lesser than funding year
C. Same as funding year
D. Greater than funding year
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D. The program has expanded well beyond the funding year program.
1. Developed to meet needs of culturally deprived.
2. Most teachers revised their own programs to accommodate the 
developed materials.
3. The funding made a new program possible.
Factor B-4 - Locally Initiated  Project Design and Material 
Development. According to the data in Table 18, the null hypothesis that 
there would be no s ign ificant difference was true. The small value of 
3.10001 was demonstrated by the lack of a sign ificant difference among 
the respondent groups. Both the no implementation and the expanded 
implementation groups approximated a mean of 3 .2 . The lesser implementa­
tion and the same implementation groups had means of 2.5 and 2.879, 
respectively.
Table 18. Incorporation Levels* for Factor B-4
Factor
Percent of respondents ii 
each response category
1
Mean
response
B-4 Locally in itiated  
project design and 
material development
3.33
20.83
15.15
4.17
23.33
25
15.15
20.83
23.33
37.5
36.35
20.83
50.0
16.57
33.33
54.17
3.2
2.5
2.879
3.250
*Incorporation Levels
A. Not being implemented
B. Lesser than funding year
C. Same as funding year
D. Greater than funding year
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The three cr iteria  measures for Factor B-4 also fa iled  to achieve 
significance. As in the overall factor, the pattern for Sub-factor 32, 
involvement of s ta ff  members in the development/selection of materials, 
saw the no implementation group and the expanded implementation group 
with far greater positive means, 3.9 and 3.5. The other group means 
approximated 2.8. Sub-factors 33 and 34 displayed no sign ificant 
patterns to indicate that the percentage of project materials or a c tiv i­
t ie s  developed by local s ta f f  would influence continuation. These data 
can be viewed in Table 19.
Comments relating to Factor B-4 by incorporation level are 
summarized below.
A. The program is  not now being implemented.
1. Developed a c t iv it ie s  while materials were adapted from 
outside.
2. Most materials were actually developed by the students.
3. Program was self-made and could be u tilized  again with 
proper human relations and merging with a flex ib le  
existing program.
4. Strong use of commercial texts.
B. The program is  now being implemented to a lesser degree than
in the funding year.
1. An excellent way for innovative teachers to experiment. 
Summary of Factors
Sub-factors of the Institutional Setting (Sub-factors 1-21).
The s ta t is t ic  tended to e l i c i t  greater differences with larger 
population samples. A compilation of a ll sub-factors (1-21) measured 
within the four institutional setting factors demonstrated th is fact.
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Table 19. Sub-factors o f  Factor B-4 by Incorporation Level*
Sub-factor
Percent of respondents in 
each response category
1
Mean
response
32. S taff members to 
a large extent were 
involved in the 
development and/or 
selection  of materials
1 Strongly disagree;
2 Disagree; 3 Agree;
4 Strongly agree
0
12.5
18.18
0
0
12.5 
9.09
12.5
10
50
45.45
25
90
25
27.27
62.5
3.9
2.875
2.818
3.5
33. The percentage 
of project materials 
developed by local 
sta ff  was closest 
to
1 0%; 2 33%; 3 66%;
4 100%
0
25
27.27
12.5
60
62.5
27.27
25
30
0
27.27
25
10
12.5 
18.18
37.5
2.5
2.0
2.364
2.875
34. The percentage 
of project a c t iv it ies 
developed by local 
s ta ff  was c losest to 
1 0%; 2 33%; 3 66%;
4 100%
10 10
0
9.09
25
30
62.5
36.36
50
12.5
54.55
12.5 62.5
3.2
2.625
3.455
3.375
1.08597
*Implementation Levels
A. Not being implemented
B. Lesser than funding year
C. Same as funding year
D. Greater than funding year
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As seen in Table 20, the null hypothesis that no s ign ificant differences 
ex ist  among the four respondent groups was rejected.
It  was interesting to compare the two lower implementation groups 
with each other. Although the mean response difference was not great, 
the no implementation group listed  18 percent more responses in the most 
negative category than the lesser implementation group. Response 
differences in the two positive categories were comparatively small. 
Conversely, the two higher implementation groups measured negligible  
differences in the two negative categories. Their greatest differences 
could be seen in the positive categories where the expanded implementa­
tion group measured almost 25 percent greater than the same implementa­
tion group in the most positive category. Although the mean response 
differences became more positive with each level of incorporation 
(2.473, 2.755, 2.995, and 3.267), i t  was noted that nearly 55 percent 
of no implementation group responses had been in the positive categories.
Sub-factors of the Innovation (Sub-factors 22-34). Table 20 
also displays a summary of a ll cr iteria  used to measure the four 
innovation factors. Although the significance was considerably less  
than for the sub-factors of the institu tional settin g , enough observed 
differences existed to reject the null hypothesis at the .05 level of 
confidence. The spread of mean responses was similar to those described 
for sub-factors of the institutional settin g , with the difference 
between the means of the no implementation and the expanded implementa­
tion groups only .1 (.694 to .794). The response pattern for each group 
was almost identical to that described for the institu tional factors.
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Table 20. Summary o f  In s titu tio n a l S u b -factors. Innovation Sub-factors
and All Sub-factors by Incorporation Level*
Sub-factors
Percent o f respondents in 
each response category Mean
response1 2 3 4
1-21 Summary of 
in sti tutional 
sub-factors in 
survey
A
B
C
D
33.33
15.09
10.50
10.91
12.56
23.57 
12.79
9.70
27.54
32.70
43.38
21.21
26.57
28.93
33.33
58.18
2.473
2.755
2.995
3.267
38.7153**
22-34 Summary of 
innovation sub­
factors in survey
A
B
C
D
29.46
17.48
6.52
5.83
19.38
27.18
25.36
18.45
32.56
38.83
44.20
35.92
18.60
16.50
23.91
39.81
2.403
2.544
2.855
3.097
18.8445**
1-34 Summary of a ll 
sub-factors in 
survey
A
B
C
D
31.85
16.03
8.96
8.96
15.18
24.81
17.65
13.06
29.46
35.11
43.70
26.87
23.51
24.05
29.69
51.12
2.446
2.672
2.941
3.201
56.4569**
1-34 Averages of 
a ll responses in 
survey by most 
negative (1) to 
most positive (4) 
réponse categories
16.76 17.50 34.26 31.48 2.805
*Incorporation Levels
A. Not being implemented
B. Lesser than funding year
C. Same as funding year
D. Greater than funding year
**Significant at the .05 level
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Summary of ATI Sub-factors in the Survey (1-34). Interaction  
among a ll items in the survey by incorporation level provided an overall 
highly sign ificant measure of 56.4569, exceeding the required x̂  value
for significance of 7.815 by 48.5389. This was indicative of the overall 
influence which id entified  characteristics of the in stitu tion  and of the 
innovation seem to have on continuation of mi ni grant projects. These 
data are contained in Table 20.
Summary
The f ir s t  finding o f the study provided a base for mi ni grant 
incorporation level comparison. From the thirty-seven respondents to 
the questionnaire, i t  was determined that of the Nevada mi ni grants 
funded for school years 1973-74 and 1974-75, at least twenty-seven were 
being continued at some le v e l. The breakdown was: Not being imple­
mented, 10; being implemented to a lesser  degree than in the funding 
year, 8; being implemented essen tia lly  the same as in the funding year, 
11; and expanded well beyond the funding year program, 8.
Of the eight Rand Study Incorporation Factors considered in this 
study, five  were found to e l i c i t  sign ificantly  d ifferent response 
patterns among the four groups of mi ni grant implementation level respon­
dents. For these factors, the null hypothesis was rejected as probably 
fa lse . The other three factors received x̂  measures of le ss  than 7.815 
and confirmed the null hypothesis as probably true. The eight factors 
listed  in rank order by x  ̂ value, followed by differences between the 
means of the no implementation and the expanded implementation groups, 
are shown in Table 21.
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Table 21. Rank o f All Factors by Chi-Square (x^) Value
Difference between 
X̂  value means A & D
1. (A-1) High level of administrative 
support and commitment 27.0984** 1.014
2. (B-2) Dominant s ta ff  training model 25.4626** 1.072
3. (A-3) Active consumer demand 16.9712** 1.045
4. (B-1) Congruence with local goals 
and p riorities 12.9093** 1.083
5. (B-3) A ctiv ities replace local 
practices 9.2840** .459
6. (A-2) Cooperative involvement of 
principal actors 5.0175 .545
7. (A-4) Low level of s ta ff  and 
administrative turnover 4.4807 .512
8. (B-4) Local project design and 
material development 3.1000 .050
**Significant at the .05 lev e l.
The null hypothesis was also rejected for five  of the thirty-four  
measured cr iteria  (or sub-factors) which demonstrated sign ificant  
differences. The sub-factors are listed  in rank order by x̂  value, 
followed by differences between the means of the no implementation and 
the expanded implementation groups in Table 22.
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Table 22. Rank o f  S ig n ifica n t Sub-factors by Chi-Square*** (x^) Value
Sub-factor
Difference between 
X̂  value means A & D
1. (26) Staff training was adequate, 
appropriate, and well scheduled 13.6938** 1.100
2. (27) Training sessions were useful 
in dealing with project problems 10.4911** 1.050
3. (15) Parent in terest in program 
continuation was (More to Considerable) 10.4300** 1.625
4. (1) A high level of support and 
commitment was demonstrated by the 
principal 8.9788** .875
5. (10) Project s ta f f  members were 
w illing to give extra time to make 
the project a success 7.9842** .400
**Significant at the .05 le v e l.
***The chi-square value range of the 29 non-significant sub­
factors was from 7.27708 to .552498.
A summary of all institutional setting sub-factors by incorpora­
tion level revealed that the differences were highly sign ificant as 
measured by a x  ̂ value of 38.7193. A like compilation of a ll elements 
relating to the innovation produced significance to a lesser degree 
with a x  ̂ measure of 18.8445. The x  ̂ procedure applied to a ll hypothe­
sized items in the survey resulted in the greatest significance measure 
of the study, 56.4569.
Non-hypothesized findings included: Extra s ta ff  pay was the 
exception for a ll levels of implementation. Staff training was conducted
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under several time frames; however, training conducted in short sessions  
throughout the year was associated with more highly implemented projects. 
Also, s ta ff  training was conducted by a wide variety of personnel, with 
training by project s ta ff  mentioned most in reference to the highly 
implemented programs.
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Chapter 5
CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Conclusions and Implications
By determining the extent to which minigrants were being
implemented a fter funding and comparing those data with the re lative
presence of the Rand Study Incorporation Factors, th is  study
attempted to answer the principal research question:
To what degree do the Rand Study Incorporation 
Factors influence the incorporation of mini grants 
in Nevada schools?
The findings of th is  study led to the general conclusion 
that there was a positive relationship between the presence of the 
Rand Factors (or characteristics) and a high level of minigrant 
incorporation. The fact that 73 percent of the respondents per­
ceived their programs as continuing to some degree four or five  
years after funding provided an excellent study base. Incorporation 
level groupings fe l l  quite evenly, with the distribution in each 
category ranging from 21.6 percent to 29.7 percent of the population. 
Within each of the factors studied, mean responses tended to increase 
with each higher level of implementation. The N-count for th is study 
was re la tively  small and some respondents offered a number of 
qualifications to their responses. The null hypothesis was rejected 
for five of the eight factors, indicating that differences among the
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implementation levels  were s ign ificant and inferring that there 
were factors influential in the continuation of the programs.
In making such conclusions, however, i t  was recognized that 
as in a ll causal-comparative studies, resu lts are only in ferentia l. 
To maintain that the presence of sp ecific  factors to a high degree 
resulted in a high level of implementation could not necessarily be 
concluded by the data reported.
One other caution must be made regarding the use of any 
empirical, in feren tia l, or s ta t is t ic a l data derived from th is study. 
The instrument administered to principal mi n igrant recipients from 
throughout Nevada was developed sp ec ifica lly  to secure the two 
required sets of data. Although numerous surveys and questionnaires 
were reviewed during the construction phase, and even though the 
instrument was piloted and revised, th is  was it s  f i r s t  use in a 
major study.
Analysis of the findings suggested a number of conclusions 
and implications for both the incorporation level and the factor 
comparison parts of th is  study.
Incorporation Level
Min igrant recipients seemed to be generally possessive of 
their projects, regardless of the continuation lev e l. With 
respondents evenly distributed among the four incorporation le v e ls , 
in it ia l comments often set the tone for the remainder of the survey. 
The no implementation group cited personnel problems and changes as 
the greatest reason for program demise. Not one of the ten 
respondents id entified  the project as a fa ilure; lack of
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incorporation was generally seen as a problem of the in stitu tion . 
Because some mini grants were dependent upon one or two professional 
s ta ff  members, i t  would be expected that a well-functioning program 
could disappear with the departure of those persons. There was a 
strong implication, however, that some elements of these "defunct" 
programs were actually being implemented in some form. Several 
respondents indicated that the program was not being implemented and 
they then identified  one or more of the components as functional at 
some le v e l, sometimes qualifying the seeming discrepancy with a 
statement that elements of the program were being used ou t-o f-sta te, 
in another school, or in another d iscip lin e.
Eight respondents said their programs were being implemented 
to a lesser degree than in the funding year. In several cases, there 
seemed to be a fine lin e  between placement in either the lesser or 
same implementation categories. During the funding year, a great 
deal of attention was given each project. In succeeding years, when 
they were expected to find a comfortable place in the overall scheme 
of things, the lack of fanfare might have caused the degree of 
continuation to seem le ss  than was actually true. Comments from the 
lesser implementation respondents led to the conclusion that projects 
which were largely dependent upon materials and/or equipment could 
be expected to fade as the resources diminished in quality. These 
comments also implied that strong administrative support was 
necessary to maintain a program at or above the funding year lev e l.
Eleven programs were perceived as continuing at the ap­
proximate funding year le v e l. It was concluded that allocation of
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d is tr ic t  resources was sometimes needed to maintain the specified  
level and that the program components were occasionally modified in 
order to mesh with the ongoing overall program.
Eight respondents indicated their projects had expanded well 
beyond the funding year level. Expansion was measured in several 
ways, i . e . ,  spread to more schools, used throughout the d is tr ic t , 
materials available in many lib raries, and spread to more subjects 
within a particular d iscip line. A strong implication for dissemi­
nation of program information within the school community appeared 
in th is  area.
Factor Comparisons
Factor A-1 - high level of administrative support and com­
mitment. With a 27.09 measure representing the greatest s ign i­
ficant difference among the eight factors, a strong relationship  
between program continuation and administrative support and com­
mitment was found. A mean difference of 1.014 between the no 
implementation and the expanded implementation groups supported 
th is finding. The conclusion was drawn that, in a ll probability, 
administrative commitment and support could be the single most 
important factor of continuation.
Although values did not reach the significance le v e l, 
mean response differences indicated that support from the superin­
tendent and his s ta ff  was important. Sub-factor 1, relating to 
principal support during the funding year, demonstrated significant  
differences between hypothesized and observed responses. Respon­
dents in the three groupings currently being implemented at some
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level agreed almost unanimously that principal support had been high. 
Forty percent of the no implementation group strongly disagreed that 
principal support had been high. The other six ty  percent were in the 
agree columns, but i t  must be remembered that a number of those 
projects were not being continued because of administrative or teacher 
changes. It was also concluded that lack of principal support would 
almost certainly spell the doom of a minigrant, with a possible 
exception being the case of a self-contained, one-teacher program.
The data also inferred that where a goal for continuation was 
part of the project plan and where administration stepped forward to 
give the project positive v is ib i l i ty ,  the chances for incorporation 
were increased.
Factor A-2 - cooperative involvement of principal actors.
With the null hypothesis not being rejected, th is  factor did not 
identify sign ificant differences, except for Sub-factor 10, relating  
to s ta ff  w illingness to give extra time to make the project a success. 
The means for a ll groups were relatively  high, but a ll of the 
expanded implementation group perceived their programs in the most 
positive category. The fact that the no implementation group ranked 
almost as high on Sub-factor 10 (mean response of 3.6) was supported 
by comments indicating that a sign ificant number of those projects 
were one-teacher operations. In essence, they might have been saying, 
"I worked extra hard to make the project a success!" In contrast, 
data for Sub-factors 11 and 12 showed that over f i f t y  percent of the 
no implementation respondents indicated l i t t l e  building principal
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involvement in s ta ff  meetings regarding the project and l i t t l e  
building principal help in solving project problems.
Analysis of cooperative involvement of principal actors 
data indicated that involvement was somewhat erratic. Measured d if­
ferences for cr iteria  items 8 and 9 were s lig h t, but i t  is  important 
to note that the no implementation respondents were the most 
positive regarding consultation among s ta ff  on project matters and a 
high ranking of s ta ff  working relationships. It could be seen from a 
review of the seven sub-factors for Factor A-2 that while there was 
l i t t l e  s ta t is t ica l significance demonstrated, support for the 
importance of administrative support and commitment (Factor A-1) 
was inferred.
Factor A-3 - active consumer demand. Analysis of the response 
differences suggested by a value of 16.9712 (p<.05) resulted in 
s ta t is tica l inferences that the several publics served by the school 
did influence minigrant program continuation. Respondents in the 
no implementation category were most vocal about the lack of parent, 
public and/or school board in terest and reaction. I t  could be 
concluded that the several publics, especially  interested parents, 
seemed to have had a great deal of influence on continuation. 
Respondents in a ll groups implied that school board knowledge of their  
programs was low, but i t  was shown empirically that board interest 
was much higher for projects associated with higher continuation.
The fact that minigrant recipients often saw their projects 
functioning in re lative obscurity within a school or classroom and 
that degree of obscurity could often be related to the levels  of
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incorporation, provided a strong implication that a dissemination 
model should be planned and a program conducted to reach the desired 
publics.
Factor A-4 - low s ta ff  and administrative turnover. Although 
numerous change agent theories and models identify new, young, 
energetic s ta ff  as necessary to in it ia te  and sustain change, the 
stated A-4 factor was expected to apply in a p ositive sense to mini- 
grants. Because minigrant ideas were usually conceived at the 
teacher or school le v e l, i t  was expected that s ta f f  turnover would 
disrupt program continuity and lead to discontinuation. S ta tistica l 
differences were not found to support that position; however, several 
implications were suggested by cross-referencing internal data and 
respondent comments.
A number of the recipients associated continuation with 
retention of the teacher and/or the principal. S t i l l ,  the highest 
empirical and s ta t is t ic a l measures were achieved by respondents in 
the same implementation category, resulting in promotion of the 
implication that when a minigrant was the brainchild of one or two 
persons, i t s  success was dependent upon those persons remaining in 
the school. On the other hand, when a program took on a larger 
group or schoolwide dimensions, continuation was le ss  dependent on 
low s ta ff  turnover. This resu lt implied further support for strong 
administrative support and commitment as a necessary ingredient of 
continuation and expansion.
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Factor B-1 - congruence with local goals and p r io r itie s . 
Whereas many large federal change agent projects originate at and 
re flec t priorities of the d is tr ic t  le v e ls , minigrants were expected 
to combine grass-roots identification  o f approaches with p riorities  
and goals of the d is tr ic t . For th is  reason, d is tr ic t  review was a 
requirement for submission to the state for consideration.
The conclusion was drawn that i f  the d is tr ic t  saw the 
minigrant as a possible way to approach an educational problem within 
a priority area, the chance of continuing was good. I t  was also  
concluded that when d is tr ic t  o f f ic ia ls  monitored program a c tiv itie s  
to a considerable degree, they were most lik e ly  to encourage and 
support continuation or expansion. Conversely, lack of v is itor s  from 
the d is tr ic t  o ffice  apparently did not mean that a ll was w ell.
This finding suggested that potential applicants should make 
certain their ideas are congruent with d is tr ic t  goal areas. For 
d is tr ic t  o f f ic ia ls ,  i t  suggested that they accept only applications 
which f i t  clearly within established p rior itie s. Although th is  
implication might run counter to some theories of grass-roots 
innovation, programs funded outside of d is tr ic t  p rior ities appeared 
in numerous instances to be wasted seed money.
Factor B-2 - a dominant s ta f f  training model. This factor 
demonstrated sign ificant differences among groups second only to a 
high level of administrative support and commitment. Findings led 
easily  to the conclusion that without viable s ta ff  training 
a c t iv it ie s , project survival could not be predicted. Because program
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change predisposes s ta ff  behavioral change (regardless of sta ff  
s iz e ) , endorsement o f th is factor by consensus would have been 
expected by some theorists. Although absolute consensus was not 
reached, i t  was established that highly implemented programs were 
generally associated with s ta f f  training which was appropriate, 
well scheduled and dealt with ongoing project problems. It was 
implied by th is conclusion that training of more s ta ff  members in 
sk ills  required by the project a c tiv itie s  would probably increase 
a b ility , commitment, and in terest in maintaining a program.
Several conclusions were obtained from non-hypothesized 
findings. An important one was that incorporation could occur at a 
high level without extra s ta ff  pay. Respondents of highly incorpo­
rated programs also indicated that their most useful training was 
conducted by project s ta ff  in short sessions throughout the year.
Apparently, project s ta ff  were committed, trained, and 
available in order to be e ffec tive  in demonstrating project methods 
when appropriate. It was implied by these conclusions that i f  
project s ta ff  were made available as trainers both in project schools 
and to other interested parties, chances of continuation and 
expansion would be greatly increased.
Factor B-3 - focus on project a c t iv it ie s  intended to replace 
local practices. This factor suggested that for an innovation to 
flourish , i t  must be new and actually take the place of the old 
practices. Significant differences were measured for Factor B-3 
in part because the f ir s t  three implementation groups responded 
inversely to the hypothesized pattern. However, one conclusion was
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made from the data: Where project materials/equipment completely 
replaced previous resources, a sign ificant amount of program 
expansion could be expected.
Factor B-4 - locally  in itiated  project design and material. 
development. Both empirical and s ta t is t ic a l data demonstrated s ligh t  
but erratic group differences, inferring that local development of 
a c tiv itie s  and materials was not a characteristic of incorporation.
Summary of Conclusions
The two major general conclusions promoted by th is study
were :
1. Small grant programs in itiated  under innovative mini- 
grants are being incorporated by Nevada school systems.
2. There is  a positive relationship between the presence
of the Rand Study Incorporation Factors and a high level of mini­
grant incorporation.
In support of the general conclusions were the following
results:
1. Programs which were dependent upon specific  materials
and equipment could be expected to maintain an implementation level
in d irect proportion to the quality of the resources.
2. Programs incorporated at or above the funding year level 
often required allocation of d is tr ic t  resources and activ ity  
modification.
3. The single most important factor of incorporation was 
strong administrative support and commitment, with support from the
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principal during the funding year seen as the most important 
ingredient.
4. Positive in terest shown by the public, especially  parents, 
influenced incorporation.
5. Programs which were conceived and implemented in areas of 
school system recognized goals and p riorities were usually continued 
and/or expanded.
6. Highly implemented programs were generally associated  
with appropriate s ta ff  training a c t iv it ie s .
7. With training by project s ta ff  in short sessions through­
out the project year identified  as most useful to the majority of 
respondents, e ffec tive  training was tailored for the specific  program.
8. Where project materials/equipment completely replaced 
previous resources, program expansion could be predicted.
Summary of Implications
The general implications of th is study were:
1. School level personnel can use these findings to guide 
them in preparing minigrant programs with a better chance of both 
funding and continuation.
2. School systems and funding agencies can use the findings 
to improve application, review, implementation, incorporation, and 
dissemination procedures for minigrants and other federal programs.
In support of the general implications were the following:
1. Elements of even non-implemented minigrants could be 
transferred and used effec tively  outside of the original project.
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2. Program expansion could depend upon e ffec tive  dissemi­
nation to the school community and to the public.
3. Chances for incorporation could be increased by the 
school system providing a project with positive v is ib il ity  and by 
making continuation part of a project's overall plan.
4. The smaller the number of project s ta ff  participants i s ,  
the greater is  the dependence on low s ta ff  turnover.
5. Both school level applicants and school system o ff ic ia ls  
should make certain that proposals meet basic funding cr iter ia , i .  e . , 
rep licab ility  potential, continuation without additional special 
funding, innovative approach in priority area.
6. Training of more s ta ff  members in a c t iv it ie s  and s k ills  
required by the project should increase the a b ili ty , in terest and 
commitment to maintain the program.
7. Use of project s ta ff  for training and dissemination could 
insure expansion and prove highly cost e ffec tive .
Recommendations for Further Study
The following recommendations for further study seem 
appropriate:
1. Replication of th is  study to determine the extent to 
which the findings p ersist and to establish both r e lia b ility  and 
valid ity  of the instrument used.
2. Replication of th is  study for major change agent pro­
grams to determine characteristics which influence their incorporation.
3. Replication of th is  study to determine the comparative
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continuation patterns and problems of large and small school d is tr ic ts .
4. Replication of th is  study in other states or in randomly 
selected projects on a regional/national basis to provide funding 
agencies and local school d is tr ic ts  with valuable comparative infor­
mation on the funding process.
5. Implementation of a study gleaning more detailed infor­
mation on the factors found to be sign ificant in th is study.
6. U tilization  of th is  study as a base to study the effects  
of change agent projects in non-public schools.
7. A follow-up study of school board knowledge, support, and 
in terest compared to continuation of selected change agent projects.
8. U tilization  of information from th is study to develop an 
instrument for evaluating submitted mi nigrant applications.
Summary
Two major conclusions were drawn from th is study. F irst, 
seventy-three percent of the programs in itia ted  in the f ir s t  two 
years of Nevada minigrant funding were being implemented to some 
degree during the 1977-78 school year. Second, the Rand Study 
Incorporation Factors were seen to have a positive influence on 
continuation of funded minigrants.
The f ir s t  major implication of the study was for school- 
level personnel to use the resu lts in preparing programs so as to 
have better chances of being both funded and continued. A second 
major implication was for school systems and funding agencies to use 
the findings to improve application, review, implementation, 
incorporation, and dissemination procedures for both minigrants and
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other specia lly  funded programs.
The study prompted identification  of several areas for further 
investigation whereby personnel representing Local Education Agencies, 
funding agencies, or governing boards could replicate or modify th is  
study format in order to study the incorporation level of change agent 
projects.
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Decemb 19, 1977 •
'977
Look for a questionnaire next week which surveys 
what happens to minigrants after funding.
Happy hoidiays!
Dennis Ortwein
4509 Del Monte Avenue 
I Las Vegas, Nevada 89102 P M
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4509 Del Monte Avenue 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89102 
December 21, 1977
Dear Mi nigrant Recipient:
You were the principal recip ient of a T itle  III 
mi ni grant through the Nevada State Department of Education 
during the f ir s t  two years of the statewide program,
1973-74 and 1974-75. As my doctoral study, and with the 
encouragement of the State Department, I am conducting a 
survey to determine the extent of minigrant continuation 
and the characteristics of projects and in stitu tion s which 
influence continuation.
The purpose of th is study is  to better understand the 
minigrant program, not to evaluate any particular program 
or school. Your responses w ill be completely anonymous, 
and no respondent's name, d is tr ic t ,  or project w ill be 
revealed. The document is  identified  only for record­
keeping purposes.
Because the total number surveyed is  small (42), i t  
is  essential that total response is  received. You will be 
asked to respond to every item, sometimes requiring you 
to respond based on personal opinion or "gut-level" feelin g . 
I f  you absolutely cannot respond, do not hesitate to comment 
on the sp ecific  item space or in the "Comments" section.
In order that th is  research project can be completed on 
schedule, you are asked to return the completed questionnaire 
in the enclosed stamped envelope by January 10, 1978. I f  you 
would lik e  to have a copy of the survey re su lts , please indi­
cate at the end of the questionnaire.
Sincerely,
Dennis Ortwein
DO:js 
Encl. 1
If  you have major questions on the survey, please call me co llec t  
at (702) 878-8008 during the evening or on the v/eek-end.
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4509 Del Monte Avenue 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89102 
January 28, 1978
Dear
Several weeks ago, a questionnaire was sent to you 
concerning your mini grant program. Follow-up studies on 
federal programs have been rare in Nevada, and th is re­
search effort is  an attempt to find out why some programs 
started with mi ni grant seed money continue while others do 
not. Because only 42 projects were implemented during the 
two years covered by the study, input from each project 
is  essen tia l.
I believe only those who were deeply involved in de­
veloping and implementing mi nigrants are in a position to 
evaluate the effort. This is  your chance to "talk back" 
regarding the effectiveness of the program.
It may appear that the questionnaire would take some 
time to complete; however, a p ilo t group took an average of 
15 minutes to complete i t .  You w ill find enclosed an ad­
ditional copy of the questionnaire.
Your help is  very much appreciated.
Sincerely,
Dennis Ortwein
ODO:js
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NEVADA MINIGRANT QUESTIONNAIRE
PROJECT TITLE:_____________________ ' _____________________________
FISCAL YEAR FUNDED: July 1, 197_tc June 30, 1 9 7 _
Mark the item below which best describes the extent to which the identified  minigrant 
program is  being implemented during the 1977-78 school year:
 A. The program is  not now being implemented
  B. The program is  now being implemented to a lesser  degree than in the
funding year
 C. The program is  now being implemented e sse n tia lly  the same as in the
funding year
  D. The program has expanded well beyond the funding year program
Compared to the funding year, to what extent are the following components of 1 
program continuing?
Not at
a ll Lesser Same Greater
E. M ethods/activities !
F. Materials !___
G. Equipment t
COMMENTS:
On most o f  the remaining items, you are asked to c ir c le  the number, on a 
scale of four, which comes c lo sest to relating to your project, such as:
S ta ff training focused on practical 
problems o f the project
1 2 3 4
Strongly
disagree
Disagree Agree Strongly
agree
OR
The superintendent v is ited  the 
program
1 2 3 4
1
COMMENTS:
Never Often
Please comment at the end of any section when you feel the responses available  
are inappropriate or require further explanation. Be certain to reference 
the number of any receiving comment.
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SECTION A-1
A high level of support and commitment was demonstrated:
1. . . .b y  the principal during the 1 2
funding year
Page 2
...b y  the principal in deciding 
to continue or spread the pro­
je c t after funding
3. . . .b y  the superintendent or other
key administrative personnel* 
during the funding year
♦Specify t i t l e s :
4. . . .b y  the superintendent or other
key personnel* in deciding to  
continue or spread the project 
after funding
♦Specify t i t l e s :
Strongly Disagree Agree Strongly 
disagree agree
Strongly Disagree Agree Strongly 
disagree agree
Strongly Disagree Agree Strongly 
disagree agree
Strongly Disagree Agree Strongly 
disagree agree
5. I t  was known during the funding 
year that the project would be 
continued
6. The d is tr ic t  cooperated in giving 
the project positive v i s ib i l it y
Strongly Disagree Agree Strongly 
disagree agree
Strongly Disagree Agree Strongly 
disagree agree
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SECTION A-2 
7. Teachers participated actively
Page 3
in making decisions on project 1 1 1 ,
d irection, content and change Not at 
a ll
A great 
deal
8. Project s ta f f  members consulted 
with each other about project
1 2 3
1
4
(
a c t iv it ie s L it t le Constantly
9. Working relationships among 
the project s ta f f  were
1 2 
t 1
3
1
4
Poor Excellent
10. Project s ta f f  members were 
w illing  to give extra time to
1 2 3
1
4
1
make the project a success L it tle A great 
deal
11. The principal participated 
active ly  in s ta f f  meetings
. 1 2 3
1
4
.1
Never Often
12. The principal helped s ta f f  
solve project problems
1 2 3
1
4
1
Often
13. Compared to previous years, 
teacher morale during the
1 2 
1 1
3
1
4
1
funding year appeared to be Very low Very high
COMMENTS:
14. Compared to previous years, 
student motivation during the 
project year appeared to be
15. Parent interest in program 
continuation was
16. Public reaction favoring con­
tinuation was
17. School board interest in pro­
gram continuation was
1 1 1 1
'ery low Very high
1 2
1 1
3 4
1
None Considerable
1 2 
1 1
3 4
1
Considerable
1 2
1
3 4
1
Considerable
(Section A-3 continued on next page)
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SECTION A-3 (Continued)
Page 4
18. S ta ff in terest in continuing 
the project was
1 2 3 4
Considerable
COMMENTS:
SECTION A-4
19. Overall s ta f f  turnover since  
the project year has been
1 2 3 4
Very high Very low
20. The percentage o f project 
teachers s t i l l  with the 
program is  c lo sest to
1 2 3 4
251 50% 75% 100%
21. The funding year principal 
stayed with the program
1 2 3 4
Two
years
Three
years
Four
years
COMMENTS:
SECTION B-1
22. D istr ic t priority  rating o f  the 
project was
1 2 3 4
Very low Very high
23. In my opinion, the d is tr ic t  
saw the educational problem 
addressed by the project as
1 2 3 4
Slight .Major
24. D istr ic t administrative per­
sonnel monitored a c t iv it ie s  
o f the project
1 2 3 4
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SECTION B-1 (Continued) 
COMMENTS: ______________
Page 5
S ta ff training was an important 
component o f th is project
S ta ff training was adequate, ap­
propriate and well scheduled
2Z. Training sessions were useful in  
dealing with project problems
28. Training focused on practical 
problems and a c t iv it ie s  o f the 
project
29. Additional s ta f f  pay for training  
was
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
36.
37.
38.
Strongly Disagree 
disagree
Strongly Disagree 
disagree
S tr o n g ly D is a g r e e  
disagree
Strongly Disagree 
disagree
The most useful training was held (check one):
  a t the beginning o f the project
  in short sessions throughout the year
  in sumner workshops
  a t the end o f the project
 other (Specify .) _________________________
The most useful training was conducted by (check one):
 resource persons from within the d is tr ic t
  consultants from outside the d is t r ic t
  project s ta f f  personnel
 other (Specify.) _________________________________
Strongly
agree
Agree Strongly
agree
Agree Strongly 
agree
Agree Strongly
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SECTION B-3
Page 6
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39. Project methods completely 1 2 3 4
replaced old practices
Strongly
disagree
Disagree Agree
1
Strongly
agree
40. Project material s/equipment 1 2 3 4
completely replaced previous
Strongly
disagree
1 1
resources Disagree Agree Strongly
agree
41. The project was developed 1 2 3 4
because a new or d ifferen t 1
program was needed 
COMMENTS:
Strongly
disagree
Disagree Agree Strongly
agree
42. S ta ff members to a large extent 1 2 
were involved in the development
3 4
and/or selection  of materials Strongly Disagree 
disagree
Agree Strongly
agree
The percentage of project m ateria ls... 0% 33% 66% 100%
43. ...developed by local s ta f f  was c lo sest to J _ J - 3 J L
44. ...adapted from outside the d is tr ic t  was c lo sest to 1 2 3 4
45. ...developed commercially was c lo sest to _2_ 3 4
The percentage of project a c t iv i t ie s . . . 0% 33% 66% 100%
46. ...developed by local s ta f f  was c lo ses t to A . 2 J _ 4
47. ...adapted from outside the d is tr ic t  was c lo sest to 1 J _ 3 J L
48. ...developed coimiercially was c lo se s t to J L 2 3 4
CHECK ONE: ,
  Send me a copy of the survey resu lts
  Do not send me a copy of the survey resu lts
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APPENDIX B 
SURVEY RESULTS
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[• A H I G H  L E V E L  OF  S U P P O R T  AND 
r O P N I T M C r . T  WAS d f k o m s t r a t e d  PY 
T HE  P R I N C I P A L  n u P l N O  T H E  F U N D I N 6
: A H I G H  LEVE L,  OF  S U P P O R T  AND 
C C P H I T M E M  WAS D E M O N S T R A T E D  BY 
THE P R I N C I P A L  I N  D E C I D I N G  TO 
C C N T T NUF .  OP S P P P A D  THE P R O J E C T  
A F T E R  F U N D I N G .
' f H I G H  L E V E L  OF S U P P O R T  AND 
C C N N I T H c N T  HAS  P E M O N E T P A T L O  P V  
T HE  S U P E R I N T E N D E N T  OR D T H E P  KEY  
A D M I N I S T R A T I V E  P E R S O N N E L  D U R I N G  
T H E  F U N D I N G  Y E A R .
I A H I G H  L E V E L  OF S U P P O R T  A k.n 
C 0  M H I T V  EN T A A S D E N O N S T R A T E D  F Y 
T h e  S U P E R I N T E  N O E N T  OR O T H E R  KE Y  
A D M I N I S T R A T I V E  P E R S O N N E L  I N  D E ­
C I D I N G  TO C O N T I N U E  CP S P R E A D
t h e  p r o j e c t  a f t e r  f u n d i n g .
- TT LAS KNOWN C U R I N G  T H E  F U N D I N G  
Y E A R  T HA T  THE P R O J E C T  WOULD P E 
C O N T I N U E D .
6  T h e  D I S T R I C T  C O O P E R A T E D  I N  G I V ­
I N G  T HE P R O J E C T  P O S I T I V E
v i s i b i l i t y .
' T E A C H E R S  P A R T I C I P A T E D  AC . TI V F L Y 
I N  N A K I N G  D E C I S I O N S  ON P R O J E C T  
D I R E C T I O N S ,  C O N T E N T  AND C H A N C E .
' P R R j T C T  S T A F F  ME MB E R S  C O N S U L T E D  
W I T m E A C H  O T H E R  AS OUT  P R O J E C T  
A C T I V I T I E S .
1 S T R O N G L Y  D I S A G R E E
2 D T S A G P E E
tt S T R O N G L Y  A G R E E
1 S T R O N G L Y  D I S A G R E E
2 D I S A G P E E
4 S T R O N G L Y  A G R E E
1 S T R O N G L Y  D I S A G P E E
2  D I S A G R E E
4 S T R O N G L Y  A G R E E
1 S T R O N G L Y  d i s a g r e e
2  D I S A G R E E
4 S T R O N G L Y  A R P E E
1 S T R O N G L Y  D I S A G R E E
2 D T S A G P E E
4 s t r o n g l y  A C P E E  .
1 S T P O N G L m D I S A G P E E
2  D I S A G P E E
4  s t r o n g l y  a g r e e  
i  NOT AT ALL
A G R E A T  DEAL
C O N S T A N T L Y
P E R C E N T K E A N OR MODE N-COUNT FOR THIS ITEM
1 0 '  P R O J E C T  S T A F F  ‘I C M b F R S  WE RE 
W I L L I N O  TO 0 1  VF E XT R A T I M E  TO 
MAKE T H E  P R O J E C T  A S U C C E S S .
4  A G R E A T  DE A L
1 Î  C O M P A R E D  TO P R E V I O U S  Y E A R S ,  
T E A C H E R  MO R A L E  D U R I N G  THE 
F U. VUI MG YE AR  A P P E A R E D  TO BE
1 4  C O M P A R E D  TO P R E V I O U S  Y E A R S .
S I  US E  NT M O T I V A T I O N  D U R I N G  T HE  
D R O o E C T  YEAR  A P P E A R E D  TO f: E . .
1 V P R ' '  LOW
4  VE R Y H I G H  
1 V F R Y  LOW
4 VE R Y H I G H
4 C O N S I D E R A B L E  
4 C ' N S I O E P A B L E  
4  C O N S I D E R A B L E
( c o n s i d e r a b l e
VE R Y  H I G H
o.DO 
10. PC
MEAN OR MODE
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ABSTRACT
Title: Factors Determining Incorporation of Innovative
Minigrant Programs in Nevada School Systems
Author: 0. Dennis Ortwein
Advisor: Dr. George Kavina
Institution: University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Date: April 20, 1978
This study established the extent to which ESEA Tit le III 
Mi ni grant projects funded in 1973-75 were continuing in Nevada during 
the 1977-78 school term. Characteristics of the institution and of 
the innovation found by the Rand Corporation to influence incorporation 
(continuation) were then compared to four levels  of program continu­
ation. Thirty-seven of the forty-two minigrant recipients provided 
the two sets of data, and the chi-square (x^) t es t  was applied to 
determine that the following Rand Study characteristics inferred 
continuation of mi ni grants: strong administrative support, dominant 
s taf f  training model, active consumer demand, congruence with local 
priori t ies,  and act ivi t i es  which replace local practices.
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